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Dean removes sign from NCC
by Andrea Cole

In the latest incident in the dispute over the naming of the Stu-

dents' Union Building, Dean of

Students Fred Nichols got out a
screwdriver and took the building's
new sign down himself.
"It's very difficult to be involved
in it personally," said Nichols. "I

felt it was me out there instead of
I thought it was in the
the sign
best interests of everybody if I got
me out of it."
The sign is in Nichols' office for
...

the time being.

Matt Certosimo, president of the
Wilfrid Laurier University Students'
Union, said it was characteristic of
Dean Nichols to remove the sign.
"He was aware of the Students'
Union's unwillingness to remove it
and also Dr. Weir's position on the
issue," said Certosimo. "If he took
it down, he would be taking away
barriers to discussion of the issue."
"Now that the sign is gone, there
are no reasons why we can't solve
this matter from the university's

perspective," he said.

Ifs playoff time again. Following the Hawk's most successful regular season
ever, (20-3-1), the nation's number two ranked team prepares to meet Western
tonight at the Waterloo Arena. Game time is 7:30 p.m. See related story on page
17. CORD photo by Scoop Furlong.

At Tuesday night's meeting of
the WLUSU Board of Directors,
Certosimo presented a brief to
inform directors of the status of the
building name situation.
According to Certosimo, the
university scheduled a meeting for
interested students to state its position on the issue. The organizers of
the meeting, Registrar Jim Wilgar
and university solicitor Reg Haney,
refused a request by WLUSU to
reschedule the 5 p.m. meeting in
spite of the fact that WLUSU had
only been notified of the meeting at
3 p.m. that same day.
WLUSU's lawyer said this contravenes the trust relationship that
exists between the university and
WLUSU through the Operations

Procedures Agreement. The OPA
states that proper advertising and
preparation time must be given for
such events.
"We believe that both parties
must act in good faith," said

Certosimo.

WLUSU's lawyer said that the
students are the beneficial owners
of the building as designated by this
trust agreement. If the university

had wanted to name the building,
they should have reserved the right
to do so in the OPA. Certosimo is
proposing that the university recognize the new name, and so get
the Dean out of the middle of the
issue.
"Dr. Weir said the name is
appropriate. The university's recognizing the name would take away

of the tarnish," said
Certosimo.
Further proposals include the
holding of an Inaugural Bali to
rename the building, and the formation of a committee to study the
issue of ownership and process.
some

This committee would ideally be
made up of two WLUSU representatives, two representatives from
the Board of Governors, and two
mutually agreed others, said
Certosimo.

New vote called on Development Fund
by Andrea Cole

Wilfrid Laurier University students will vote again on the terms of
the Development Fund during the
upcoming Students' Union elections, according to a motion passed
by the WLUSU Board of Directors
at their Tuesday night meeting.
The Students' Union wants the
terms of the agreement outlined
again so students can confirm what
the Board sees as inconsistencies.
Matt Certosimo, WLUSU president, said he is concerned the
terms that WLU President Dr.
John Weir outlined in a letter dated
Jan. 20, 1986 are different from
those presented to students during
the original Development Fund
referendum.
Certosimo said two areas are of
particular concern. Dr. Weir stated

Inside
Fire alarm
Waterloo Regional Fire Department found a number of infractions at 50 Columbia St., but the
owner faces no repercussions.
page 3

in his letter that he had agreed to
begin building the Arts Centre
within two years of reaching the
Excellence Fund goal. However,
past director Terry Pursell maintained that at the time of the origi-

nal agreement, the building

was

supposed to begin within two years,
unconditionally.
The second area of concern is
the Macdonald House residence.
The Board is concerned that stu-

dents were told the residence would

be returned to them in its entirety,
but now Weir says the university
might reserve the basement and

other facilities for academic

pur-

poses.

"These changes in terms don't
necessarily meet with resistance
from myself or the Board," Certosimosaid. "... the point is, these are
not the terms students voted upon

(originally)."
The original Development Fund
referendum was held in the fall of
1983. The fund itself was established in 1981 to raise $360,000
of the estimated $6.2 million dollars needed to finance building projects on campus.
These projects include the new

Arts Centre, the already-built sixth
and seventh floors of the library,
and new improvements to the Dining Hall, as well as renovations to
the science laboratories, new computer, telephone and athletic equipment,

consolidation of the

power

plant, and enhancement of the
campus in general.
Students contribute $7.50 per
term voluntarily. This contribution
is refundable upon request. So far

only 15 students have
requested their refunds, as opposed

this

year,

Nothing special

Western again!

Special effect artistry may make
for big bucks in Hollywood these
days, but a current movie featuring F/X goes behind the cameras and makeup, but just doesn't

The Hawkey Hawks clinched
first place on the weekend. Now
the team will face the fourth

cut it.

page 13

place Western Mustangs in
OUAA semi-final action beginning tonight at the Barn.
page
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to 250 students last year.
Over 2000 individual, corporate

and foundation donors also contribute to the campaign. Large
numbers of alumni have also

contributed.
The Development Fund has also
been the source of some scholarships, as well as funding for the
Stock Market competition.

TA pianos stolen
by Bruce Arculus

Three pianos are missing from the
Theatre Auditorium, and the Faculty
of Music is at a loss to explain where
they are or how they were taken.
The black upright Yamaha pianos went missing during the early
morning hours of Friday, Feb. 7, said
John Baal, WLU security chief.
A student, who had played one of
the pianos on Thursday, first notified
the faculty on Monday one was
missing.
Subsequent investigation revealed
three were missing, one from as long
ago as last May.
Anna Bier, executive assistant to
the Dean of Music, estimates the
market value of the pianos at $4500
each.
Baal said the police are investigating the situation, while WLU Security continues the on-campus investigation.

The pianos are missing from the
soundproof modules at the back of
the auditorium. Baal speculates as
many as six people would be needed
to move a piano if it were taken up
sets of stairs to the main entrance,
but said one or two people could
have rolled the pianos out the side
loading door.

New hours of operation have been
set for the auditorium, and it is being
patrolled more often, Baal said.
Baal said he wasn't absolutely certain a theft had taken place, since the
pianos are frequently moved from

place to place.
If they have been stolen, this is the
second major theft to occur at Laurier. Several years ago, a series of
watercolour prints were stolen from
the Concourse. The crime was solved
a year later.
Two years ago, a bass guitar and
accompanying amplifier belonging
to a student were stolen from the
Theatre Auditorium.
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MARCH 2,1986
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Pick up your applications for the following
Student Publications
positions at the Cord
Weekly offices.
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Earn As You Learn
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Keystone editor
Keystone assistant editor
Cord editor
Cord news editor
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Cord entertainment
editor
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Cord copy editors (2)
Cord production
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Cord circulation and filing manager
advertising manager
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Interested in applying your academic studies to a summer job?
Come and find out more about the INTERNSHIP PROGRAM.

March 10th
Where: Internship Office
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Smoke alarms didn't work

Fire investigation uncovers infractions
by Sarah Hayward

Waterloo Fire Dept. officials found
a number of infractions of the Ontario Pire Code while investigating the
January 24 fire at 50 Columbia St.
W. One woman died and three Laurier students were left homeless as a
result of the fire.
Chuck Denison, chief fire investigator of the Waterloo Fire Department, said the fire investigation found
six infractions of the Fire Code in the
1-1/2-storey building at 50 Colum-

bia St W:
-the walls in the basement
not fire resistant

were

•the ceiling in the basement was
not fire resistant
-the furnace room was not en-

closed with the required materials
-a required second exit from the
basement did not exist
-there were no fire extinguishers
-the smoke detectors were not
wired to the specifications of the
Code.
The smoke detectors did not work

during the early morning blaze. The
Laurier students escaped being overcome by thick smoke because a passerby pounded on the door until they

woke up.
Under the provisions of the Fire
Code, the building should have been
registered as a boarding house, since
four to ten unrelated people were living there. According to the munici-

pality's zoning by-laws, it was still
considered a single-family dwelling,
since less than five unrelated people
lived in it.

Fire prevention officers only investigate houses if a complaint about fire
safety has been lodged with the
department. If investigators find
infractions of the Fire Code, the
owner of a residential building can be
fined up to $2,000. If infractions are
found in a business, it could cost the
owner $10,000.
The landlord of the building at 50
Columbia St. W. will not be fined.

Denison said mandatory licensing
every building in Waterloo would
improve the situation.
"The owner would be happy
because he would know what he was
getting into before he bought the
place. The student would be happy
because he'd have a safe place to
live," said Denison.
Denison said the Fire Prevention
Bureau is understaffed.
"We're asking for one more man.
There are only two of us on full-time
fire prevention."
of

"There was nothing done there
because it was after the fact," said
Denison.

Video adds life to language lab
by Audrey Ramsay

Videos are livening up the language
lab in Macdonald House lately, thanks
to new audio-visual equipment.
The new equipment, directly from
Japan, was installed this summer,
according to Rose Dabin, supervisor of
the language lab.
Various language departments are
taking advantage of the system by
making videos for their students.

Video in the lab. New audio-visual equipment in the language lab is
making the hum-drum hour of listening to yourself somewhat easier to stand.

"The German language department
already made videos last summer, the
French will this summer, and Spanish
wiD next year," she said.
Dabin is very excited about the new
system. "We are the very first one in
Canada to buy it. It's a very new technology," she said.
Dabin added that in addition to using
audio-visual machinery she can listen
to four different programs (in different

*

languages) at the same time. With the
console on her desk, Dabin is also able
to listen to individual students and monitor their progress.
Students are finding the new system

helpful.

"The video breaks the monotony of
everyday class," said Annick Goumant, a business student.
"It helps you to think,"

said Trudie

Canough, who is registered in French
111. "I find the tapes helpful, but 1 wish
they were related to the course."

Students come in once a week from
four levels of French, Spanish and
German classes, an average of 430
students each week.

Willy Nassau, director of AudioVisual Services, stated that the new
equipment cost a cool $65 grand.
Nassau and John Durst, supervisor
of Media Technology, said they will be
making videotapes in France for the
French program this summer.

CORD photo by Andrew Dunn.

Youth unemployment runs rampant
OTTAWA (CUP)
Ah To be
not.
maybe
again!
Well
young
Twelve Senators said they got
quite a shock during hearings in 11
cities last year for the Special Senate
Committee on Youth. Youth from
Bell Island, Nfld., told them that of
146 people there between ages 15
and 24, two had jobs. Kevin Christmas, a participant in the Union of
Nova Scotia Indians, told them "I do
not have a brief prepared. In fact,
one was being prepared but the chap
—

...

...

out of school, unemployed and
without hope. "For many years they
look for jobs and don't find them," he
said. "This is an incredible tragedy."
But youth thumbing through the
report, put together by a staff of
seven (besides the senators) for
$195,740, might be disappointed
with the number of concrete suggestions to help youth. The specific
recommendations: creating Youth
Action Councils in each city to help
unemployed youth, a national literaire

in these foundations would be used to
finance small businesses launched by
young people and to provide advice
on business techniques."
Other suggestions include "Launching an urgent pilot project to test the
feasibility of work sharing" and a
Young Canadians' Community Service Program either by reviving and
expanding Katimavik or creating
something like it. The federal cabinet
cut Katimavik's funding late last

month.

By contrast, the report of the New
Democratic party task force on
youth, a nation-wide tour by MP
Howard McCurdy, contains much
more concrete proposals.

The federal government should
pay up to 500,000 15-24 year-olds
$5,500 a year for two years. The
youth could spend this money as
they choose on university, starting a
business, job training or life skills
development.

Calling the $ 1-billion bank bailout last fall and the $500,000 capital
gains exemption of the May 1985

budget "a roller-coaster ride for the
rich, restraint for the poor," McCurdy
said the program, Youth Prospects,
would just offer youth a break as
federal policies offer a break to
bankers and business people.

"The vast majority of young people are going to use the (Youth Prospects) money reasonably, to develop
a sense of responsibility," McCurdy
said. "It is a demonstration of faith in
young people."
Though the NDFs report cost just
$6000 to produce
three percent
of the cost of the senate report the
two reports are substantially similar.
The Senate report says "we stand
in favour of more support for post—

mends "the Conservative government support funding increases which
cover the real cost of maintaining

accessible, quality education." Both

reports say higher education should
be much more accessible since in
Japan 40 percent of youth go to
college or university, in the United
States 43 percent, in Canada, just 31
percent.

Both reports say overtime work
should be cut down to allow more
jobs for young people, native youth
should have control over their own
fate, and that their strategies for
creating full employment for youth
would cost far less than the combined
cost of unemployment and welfare

payments.

—

secondary education across the
country"; the NDP report recom-

Security update

All eyes are on Finance Minister
Michael Wilson, to see if he will
incorporate any of the recommendations to improve the situation, of
youth in his February 26 budget.

Petty theft top concern
by Tony Karg

who was preparing it committed suicide three weeks ago."
Their 109-page report, released in
Ottawa February 19, is a chronicle
of the sad stories of Canadian youth.
"It is an intolerable situation,"
Quebec senator Jacques Hebert,
chair of the committee, told reporters.
Hebert said about 20 percent of
youth are a 'lost generation" who

acy campaign, granting a license to a

national youth channel, and banning
beer and wine ads on TV, don't
address the main problem
unemployment.
To create employment, there are
only general suggestions, such as:
—

"The Committee recommends that
various levels of government estab-

lish or promote the establishment of
foundations headed by people knowledgeable about business. The funds

Although break-ins and large
thefts are not a problem at Wilfrid
Laurier, petty theft is a definite
concern, said Security Chief John

Baal.

Petty theft in the library and
teaching buildings is Laurier's only
major problem, said Baal. He said
this is "an almost daily occurrence."
Students can avoid becoming victims by not leaving wallets, purses
and backpacks unattended for any
length of time. Such actions invite
theft, he said.
Baal said there have been two

car break-ins on campus all year;
one was foiled by university security. The only major theft was the

removal of pianos from the Theatre
Auditorium.
Baal advised students to lock up
their belongings, and said they
must take responsibility for crime
prevention. He encourages students to report anything unusual to
the Security Department.
Baal cited two reasons for the
lack of crime: the compactness of
the university, and the effectiveness of the literature distributed by
the Security Department.

news
Incumbent defeated at UW
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Interested in

—

Journalism?

reprinted from the Imprint

The atmosphere in the University of
Waterloo's Bombshell reached a fever
pitch Wethesday night before it was
finally learned that Scott Forrest had
swept to victory in the race for the
presidency of the Federation of Students.
With 12.2 percent more votes than
his nearest rival, incumbent Sonny
Flanagan, Forrest took a total of 40.4
percent of the vote in an election that
saw a total of 29.6 percent of eligible
voters cast ballots.
"I'm ecstatic about the victory,"
proclaimed Forrest later on, looking
emotionally drained and wearied by
his success. "All the candidates did a
really good job."
Forrest was quick to praise his campaign team, calling them "amazing"
and giving them a great deal of credit
for his win, although his enthusiasm
was somewhat tainted by his colleague
Willie Grove'sfailure to win the position
of vice-president, operations and finan-

If you have university or college credits, or credits related to
journalism, you could quality for Advanced Standing in the
one-year Journalism Program at Georgian College.
Training and practical experience in all phases of print
journalism are offered.
For more information
Call toll-free: 1-800-461-9696
or: (705) 728-1951
or write to: Edith Weber

Journalism

Program Co-ordinator

One Georgian Drive
Barrie, Ontario
L4M 3X9

ce.

1

Nevertheless, Forrest expects to get
well with Carol Goulette, who
defeated Grove for vice-president,
operations and finance, and with Matt
Erickson, who won over Vanessa

GD

Georgian College

on very

"rial

Maguire as the new vice-president,
university affairs.

All candidates

were

pleased with

voter turnout, the highest in ten years.
The previous high in eligible voter turnout over the past decade was in
1976/77 when 26.5 percent turned
out compared to this year's 29.6
percent

Carol Goulette collected 55.9

per-

cent of the vote, compared to 42.4
percent for Willie Grove to take V.P.,
operations and finance, while Matt
Erickson obtained 61.2 percent of the
vote to Vanessa Maguire's 34.3 percent, to claim the V.P., university
affairs position.
Forrest said his first priority when he
asumes office at the end of March will
be dealing with the underfunding issue.
He believes this will have to start with a

resolution of the Federation's problems
with the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS). The Federation and the
CFS are currently involved in a lawsuit
over fees not paid to the CFS some time
ago. When these difficulties are overcome, Forrest said the Federation will
have a better voice at the federal leve
by joining CFS.
Asked how he planned to deal with
UWs administration in terms of the
underfunding issue, Forrest said, "We

_

r

can't attack the administration herewhat we have to do is concentrate on
the source of the problem which is
government." He said that instead of
the proposed one-day strike to express
opposition to underfunding, a threehour strike is being planned, and that
the support of U\Vs administration
could be expected.
On the issue of incidental fees, such
as the computer fee and the Physical
Activities Complex locker fee, Forrest
said, "We have to be realistic here and
realize that underfunding is the root
issue. 1 will oppose any further incidental fees, but underfunding remains our
primary target." Forrest said the idea of
converting the Columbia Ice Field fee
to a permanent athletic fee would not
be an issue during his term, since higher
interest rates have pushed back the
date when payment on the building
would have been completed. In any
event, he said, such a move would
involve a student referendum.
Communication in theFed offices is
on Forrest's agenda for improvement.
He said that communication in the
present executive was not always the
best. Forrest also plans more contact
with the student societies and residences.

Gay clubs
folding in

Quebec
(CUP) While gay
MONTREAL
and lesbian groups at universities try to
organize everything from dances to
seminars to lobbying the government,
at Montreal colleges, gay and lesbian
—
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CoDeges d'Enseignement General and
Professionel (CEGEPs) have gay and
lesbian clubs. While the one at Dawson
College is struggling to revive itself, the
other at John Abbott College is slowly
suffocating and will probably die at the
end of this school year.
Both groups suffer from the strong
hostility of students, a small community
and no office space.
"So few people are willing to come
out to meetings," said James Oliver, a
coordinator at Gays and Lesbians at
Abbott (GALA). "CEGEPs are such
repressive places, people are afraid to
be seen walking into one of our meet*
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groups just try to survive.
Just two of Montreal's six English
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GALA gets an average of four people to each meeting. But, after this term
two of those regulars graduate and
Oliver doubts the club will continue.
"It's a big enough commitment to
even come to a meeting. Can you
imagine organizing them?" said Oliver.
"There is no one left who is not afraid of
being vocal and unless someone shows
up, I can't see how well be around next
year.

r>

Co-ordinator of Gays and Lesbians

If

you're graduating this year and you've
accepted career-oriented employment
at an annual salary of $10,000 or more
and have a clean credit record, you can get
the American Express Card.
That's it. No strings. No gimmicks.
(And even if you don't have a job right now,
don't worry This offer is still
good up to 12 months after you j£&
!
graduate.)
s
Why is American Express
making it easier for you to
j£ • -J» £&"
get the Card right
If 311?
■

now 9 Well,

simply stated, we recognize
your achievement and we

American Express Canada. Inc
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believe in your future. And as you go up the
ladder, we can help-in a lot of ways.
The Card can help you begin to establish
a credit reference. And, for business, the
Card is invaluable for travel and restaurants.
As well as shopping for yourself.
Of course, the American Express Card
is recognized around the world.
So you are too.
So call 1-800-387-9666 and
|
ask
to
have a Special Student
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'v/" "i Application sent to you. Or look
jS for one on campus.
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when everyone has left school," Peladeau said. "CEGEPs are made up of
people just out of high school and this is
when everyone is concerned about fitting in. People are very afraid of being
singled out
Wilfrid Laurier's gay dub, Gays of
WLU, folded earlier this year due to
lack of interest. Members of the group
declined to speak to the Cord
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at Dawson (GLAD) Frank Peladeau
said attendance at GLAD meetings
has ranged from two to 20 people.
"We hold our meetings at 6 p.m.

a registered user of the trade marks owned by American Express Company 'oCopyright American Express Canada. Inc 1986 AU Rights Reserved

There will be a general meetof Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications on
Sunday, March 2 at 6:30 p.m.
in room P1003. Important bylaw changes will be discussed.
Everyone welcome.
ing
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Bean blitz covers Waterloo Region
by Audrey Ramsay

The Great Waterloo Region Bean
Blitz is well on its way. Many organizations, companies, unions and schools
are vying with each other in an attempt
to reach the target number of 50,000
cans of beans.
The "Bean Blitz" resulted because
of improper funding and lack of adequate help offered to several benefit
agencies affiliated with the Waterloo
Food Bank. The Food Bank supplies

food to 30,000 poverty shelters. These
include such agencies as House of
Friendship, Anselma House, Cambridge Family Crisis Shelter, St. John's
Soup Kitchen and A 1 Control Homes.
"The whole thing is a political issue.
These people are not getting enough
government help so they have to beg,"
said Debbie King, WLU student and
Bean Blitz organizer. The blitz is
intended to raise public awareness of
the increasingly desperate situation,
according to King.

King and Wanda Romaniec were
the key organizers of a charity luncheon held at St. Peter's Lutheran
Church February 24. The entrance fee
was two cans of beans or two dollars
which included food (the main course
was beans) and entertainment. Over

been really responsive," she said.
Companies like Dutch Boy, Zehrs
and Schneider's have made a valuable
contribution to the blitz.

Beans were chosen for their nutrition
and because they are easy to store.
Also, "Bean Blitz" organizers felt it
would be an opportunity to put some
fun into a serious matter.
King and Romaniec are just two
WLU students actively involved in the

200 people attended. The luncheon

"Bean Blitz." On

marked the beginning of "Bean Week."
"We had to beg, borrow and steal to
The budget for
get this organized
this function was zero," said King.
....

"The community as a whole has

Babb uproar at Carleton
by Lynn Marchildon
Canadian University Press

Carleton student council stood firm

on its decision February 20 to decertify

the student journalism society for inviting South African ambassador Glenn
Babb to participate in a campus debate.
After an emotionaland often confusing three-hour debate before a crowd of
150 students, council voted 18 in
favour five opposed to a motion to
decertify the club. Decertification means
the journalism society won't get free
access to campus services or the campus security that will be necessarv for
access to campus services or the
campus security that will be necessary for the ambassador, Glenn
Babb to speak.
The student council executive had
—

suspended the society status as a university club a week earlier, saying the
club's invitation violated council policy
to sever all links with the apartheid
regime and its backers.
The society's vice-president, Rob
Mackenzie, said that the council ruling
does not mean they will withdraw the
invitation to Babb. "We were shot
down tonight, but well be back tomorrow.

society. But the originator of the motion
to sever links with apartheid said he
was pleased at the outcome. "It's not
exactly a victory for CAAG, but this
meeting could have produced a severe
set-back for us," said Paul Gross.
The council also voted to have a
committee review the original antiapartheid policy.

The journalism society has tentatively confirmed Canadian journalist
Peter Kent to oppose Babb in the
debate. Kent has been a correspondent
in Africa for both the NBC and CBC.
Mackenzie said he might get around
the decertification by asking Carleton
professors to invite the ambassador.

campus,

People can drop beans off at grocery
stores in the region as well. All donations must be collected by the end of
February.

Fifty-thousand cans is a big hill of
beans to hope for but Romaniec and
King are still optimistic.
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Carleton's anti-apartheid group
(CAAG), which opposed Babb's appearance on campus, did not initiate
the move to decertify the journalism

Search for

Jean-Marie
is fruitless
by Eric Beyer

A search-dog was used last weekend to aid the continuing investigation into the disappearance of Wayne
Jean-Marie, the WLU student who

disappeared January 5 in Guelph.
The search failed to yield more
information, said Sgt. Pat N.artin,
community relations officer for the
Guelph Police Force. There was too
much snow to carry on an effective
search, said Martin.
"Jean-Marie probably is out
there," Martin said, but the police
can do nothing until the snow clears.
Jean-Marie, who was reportedly
not seen after being dropped off by
friends near his Guelph home,
"probably took a walk" to sober up
and succumbed to hypothermia in
the bitter cold. Hypothermia, or

the body, sets in
quicker when one is intoxicated, said
Martin. Wayne "loved to take

gradual cooling of

walks," he added.
Many Laurier students partici-

official search February
8, but uncovered nothing more about
Jean-Marie's disappearance.
There is no evidence to suggest
foul-play or that Jean-Marie planned
to leave his home for a long duration,

pated in an

said Martin.

Tim Hall,

Head Resident of Clara Conrad Hall, is
also lending his efforts. He organized a
Movie Night, and proceeds from the
sale of carnations on Valentine's Day
will go to the Waterloo Food Bank.
Hall is also planning a talent contest
at the Turret March 4. Prizes from
$100 and up will be available to be
won. He encourages students on campus to leave their cans of beans in their
mailbox, and students off-campus to
leave their cans at the Info Booth, Staff
Lounge, or Faculty Lounge.
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Critical
acclaim
An acclamation is not a real victory
it is only a win by default
and everyone loses.
Such is the case with the current Students' Union general election
at Laurier where no contest exists to fill the arts, business and grad
director positions. Once again there were no nominations for music
director. The shortest distance in this race exists between the start
and finish lines.
With no more players than positions, there is no "Board of Directors" main event and yet those that show up are declared winners.
These winners will operate on the students' behalf without a mandate from students. With no election promises (read: no election),
there can be no clear direction for the new directors to take. There
is also no real check on the actions of the executive.
Campaigning is a fundamental part of the electoral and democratic process. It forces candidates to learn about issues important
to students, to devise ways to resolve these issues and to develop
political platforms
all of this before voting day.
We lose this important interaction between candidate and electorate. We lose the opportunity to affirm the direction of these candidates when we lose the opportunity to cast ballots.
The acclamation of our entire board of directors (exclusive of
elected president and elected vice-presidents) is a ridiculous scenario. We should, at the very least, have the right to ratify the acclamation of those who have chosen to run for various directorships.
Racing a simple "Yes" beside the names of acclaimed candidates would provide a need for campaigning and ensure that competent candidates are elected. Candidates would have to receive a
minimum number or minimum percentage of the votes cast to be
declared legitimate.
Or, better yet, why not re-open nominations? Time has not run
out. It's not unheard of for students to receive an extension. There
are students out there who could use a push or another week to
enter the political arena.
The total acclamation situation this year is unique and unprecedented in recent Laurier student elections. It is a totally unaccepta—

—

ble

way to

fill important positions.

Fred Taylor

Where have all the women gone?
news comment
by
Andrea Cole

Consider the facts: Wilfrid Laurier University has a total enrollment of 6859 full-time and parttime graduate and undergraduate

students. Of this figure, 3454 are
women, and 3405 are men.
Isn't it a little strange that in an
institution
where 51 percent of the
not
a
feminist.
I'm
Unfortunately, by the end of this people are female, it is the male 49
piece, no one is going to believe percent who want to administer the
Students' Union? I find it surprising
me.
I've always thought that mili- that not even one woman is running
tant, flag-waving feminism is just for these positions, just in view of
statistics. At least the men seem to
as bad as militant, flag-waving
male chauvinism. Having grown be able to motivate themselves to
take on the pressure of electionup in a household which is predominately female, I've never questi- eering.
Perhaps the reason why women
oned my rights or abilities to do or
have
to work so hard for equality is
try anything. It's a wonderful, unthe
fact
that they won't take advanrestrictive way to be.
opportunities that are right
of
tage
And so it saddened me to learn,
their
noses. It would have
under
upon returning from Reading
been
too
just
easy for a woman to
Week, that no women are running
throw
her
hat
into the ring. Maybe
or
for the presidential
vice-preswomen
they
feel
have to fight from
positions
idential
within the Stushadows.
the
sidelines
and
dents' Union.
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Luckily, some women feel this
isn't so, as their actions have
shown.
A year ago, a gutsy person
named Barb Mlot was the executive vice-president of the Students'
Union. She did a superlative job
under some trying circumstances,
which included asking for the resignation of her counterpart the president.
This year, Melany Franklin, the
vice-president: university affairs,
has turned the Commission of University Affairs into a force to be
reckoned with. Her appointed position is now an elected one. She has
been active in the community and
in OFS, the provincial students'
lobby group.

This year, Heather Knight, the
vice-president: finance has almost

singlehandedly pulled the Students'
Union through a tough financial
year. Again, she's done a valuable
job under less than optimum circum-

stances.

Looking back on women's roles
in the Students' Union, 1 think it is
safe to say that it is deplorable that
no women out there seem to care
that a tradition of involvement
seems to be dying out. Is it only
because the executive positions are
elected and not appointed?
Maybe a few women will try for
the appointed positions like vicepresident: student activities. I hope
so. 1 wish the female candidates for
director good luck. It worries me
that the top issue facing women on
this campus, according to our candidates so far, is the location of the
bathroom on the second floor of
this illustrious building. Bathrooms
are important, but I don't think that
they're, major issues.
In spite of news comments to this
effect, perhaps the way women
view themselves in the Students'
Union hierarchy is more important
than an available women's wash-

The Cord Weekly is published weekly during the fall and winter
academic terms. Editorial opinions are independent of the University, WLUSU, and Student Publications. The Cord is a member of
the Canadian University Press news cooperative. Eight-month,
24-issue Cord subscription rates are: $1 7.00 for addresses within
Canada and $20.00 anywhere else. Co-op students may subscribe
at the rate of $7.00 per 4-month work term.
The Cord welcomes all comments, criticisms and suggestions
from its readers. Letters to the Editor must be typed, double-spaced
and handed in to the editor by Monday noon the week of publication. All letters must bear the author's full name and telephone and
student numbers. All letters are subject to editing for length. The
Cord reserves the right to withhold any submission or advertisement which it considers racist, sexist, homophobic, libellous or in
bad taste.
The Cord offices are located on the 2nd floor of the Nichols
Campus Centre at Wilfrid Laurier University. The Cord Weekly is
printed at Fairway Press, Kitchener.
Copyright 1986 by Student Publications, Wilfrid Laurier University, Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3C5. No part of this publication may be
reproduced without permission of the editor.
Contributors cont: Rich Scott, Pira Selistemag, Ron Shuttleworth,
Steve Smith, Tony Spencer, Anne Marie Tymec, Sue Wallace,
Robb Zilles
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room.

A male dominated Students'
Union may become a fact of life
here at WLU. I'm not suggesting
we become Women's Liberation
University. Women are capable of
handling the pressures of campaigns and filling executive positions.

And although I'm no feminist
(because I know I have no need to
prove my worth as a person), I
don't think too many male executive candidates are going to be
holding doors for me anymore.
I can hold doors for them.

i n(l i<>i(s

Note to readers: In light of
the amazing amount of letters
received lately (and that's
great, because that means someone is actually reading the
paper), the Cord requests that
all submissions be limited to
250 words. Any letter over the
limit will be subject to editing.
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In support of ... voting
dents, have published their informed choice for candidate or taken a side on a referendum issue.
We should not make an endorsement based only on
our ability to defend the action. Picking Matt Certosimo
last year was not wrong because of anything inherently
incorrect in the act, but because we insinuated Cord
Weekly readers were not able to choose the best candidate themselves on the basis of platforms, interviews,
debates and speeches.
By pointing voters in the right direction, we implied
they were unable to read between the lines themselves.
That endorsement, if it had any effect on the returns at
all, probably lost votes for Certosimo. Students who
were undecided on the day of the election sure as hell
didn't want the Cord telling them who to elect.
As we have said, though, it would be poor judgement
for us to editorially support someone when the endorsement would sink that candidate's campaign. Instead, we
urge you to read between the lines. Find candidates for
VP and Prez that are not mindless brown-nosing administrative toadies. Choose someone you feel is informed,
dedicated, and eager to effect responsible change.
Recent student votes at WLU have often deteriorated
into backstabbing, name-calling, and petty politicking of
the sort that would make Erik "Quit Bugging Me"
Nielsen proud. It is our hope the 1986 WLUSU general
election will be remembered as the year students took an
active role in the workings of their student government
without anyone stirring the pot.

ne\NS comment
by
Matt Johnston
With the 1986 WLUSU elections only six days
away, we at the Cord Weekly are faced with a difficult
question: should we do it again?
Endorse a presidential candidate? The temptation is
strong to repeat the action we took during the 1985
campaign. When last year's Cord editorial staff made
this move, it touched off a controversy that threatened to
taint any election results, alienate student voters and
forever change the way student elections were held at

WLU.
People were bothered the Cord had the audacity to
try to influence voters. The then-outgoing student union

president, never too enamoured of the press, published

his own newsletter endorsing the other presidential candidate and was subsequently asked to resign by his
executive. 4500 copies of the Cord proclaiming the
resignation request were stolen the night prior to the
election. The missing papers were found, but not before
a second print-run cost students almost $1000.
We weren't just trying to stir things up; convincing
arguments were made defending our right to endorse
candidates. There are good reasons why newspapers,
including school papers funded and produced by stu-
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Question
of the Week
What do you think of the proposed design for the
new arb cenb'e?
by Stephan Deschenes and Andrew M. Dunn

I think it's about time and we need
it.

~teamy joumalism
drips and on the benches lies a treasure-trove of watermarked and weather-wrinkled papers.
Papers of a wide variety, not just The Cord, are there
among the limp low-life of student reading matter. Mixed
in with contraband and tom issues of Enginews, Iron
Maiden, Laurel (a church mag), and old and outlawed
issues of Chevron (not to mention its successor
Imprint), The Cord lurks, waiting in the gloom to
spring at the unwary reader. You sit, your back against
the sweating wall, and grope in the pile nearest you for a
paper. All the papers have some kind of juice on them,
what kind no one knows, and no one wants to know.
The Cord, unlike Iron Maiden, is usually clean
-maybe that's because it runs few pictures - but
rumpled and mixed in with sheets of the new and Marxist
Chevron. It's interesting to read a page of one, then of
the other: it gives you ... perspective. After you've read
The Cord in this, its proper atmosphere, you fed hot
and bothered and ready for a shower.
You peek through the little square glass pane in the
door that doesn't shut the shower head. "Might a soul
bathe there and be clean or slake its thirst?" you ask.
But The Cord doesn't tell you. The answer is anybody' s
guess. But The Cord has helped you formulate the
question, and what more, really, can a student paper do?

Lars talk about
The Cord

by Tom York
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The Cord reaches far and wide. uke the fog in T.S.
Fliot's "Prufrock," it penetrates every nook and cranny
and comer of student existence. Enter the Torque Room
-there's The Cord. Saunter through the Concourse or
~ay pinball in the S.U.B., or watch TV- old copies of
The Cord lurk all around you, waiting reproachfully for
you to pick them up. "Pick me up! Pick me up!" they
seem to say. "Read me!" they scream in print. But of all
the places where The Cord may consistently be found,
none compares - for atmosphere -with the men's
sauna.
Not the sauna at the Athletic Complex, oh no,
because it's a dry satina. The only reading matter I have
ever found in it was the paper Real Estate. The only
conversation I have ever had in it was on "Der Speigel."
But the sauna at UWs Physical Activities Complex
(PAC) is different: not steam, but not dry either, it's what
I would call a wet sauna. Juices ooze and condensation

letters~~~~~~~~~
Student Union Building, but has chosen
instead to try a process of TACT,
NEGOTIATION, and COOPERATION.
To determine that Brian has failed the
students perhaps it might be nice to know
what the students think. Unless the OMB
(Operations Management Board) and
directors of WLUSU have added clairvoyance to their resumes it would seem
that they are operating on assumption.
Were the students asked if they would
even like to name the building? Were
they invited to make suggestions about
the name? Were they invited to see the
honour bestowed upon their friend, Fred
Nichols? The answer is no.
The naming of the building has been
labeUed "unilate:al." Indeed it was. The

Clairvoyant
student reps?
Continuing in its long tradition of
lavouring arguments, debate and the
nght to freedom of conscience our august
Student Union has cast out another
demon. Brian G. Thompson has "(failed)
to perform his job." (Quotation from
'Student governor doesn't represent students" Cord Feb. l3/86.) We disagree
categoricaUy. Brian hasn't failed in his
JOb, he has faUen from grace because he
has not adopted a hell-<>r-high-water attitude with regard to the naming of the
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I like it particularly because it is
going to make the entrance at
Hazel Street and Oniversity
A venue a main entrance so that
the university administration will
support us in our efforts to get a
traffic light.

Matt Certosimo
WLUSU President

letters con't on page 8

by Ron Shuttleworth
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If you put smokestacks on, it
would look like a factory.
Kim Heaton
2nd Year Business

Andrew Reid, Audrey P. Heutzenroeder, Lynne Streefkerk, Allen
Green, Katherine Barday, Cynthia
Scale, Sberri Langford, Bruce Elliott,
Tracy Johnstone·

PR£Zf

DON'T CARE ABOUT

WEEK. ...

884-2990

FOR

Board of Directors took action without
approval or endorsement. Please,
WLUSU, don't cloak your isolated decisions and their unpleasant consequences
beneath the mantle of sainthood. The
only threat to WLUSU autonomy is
yourselves.

It doesn't have enough windows,
it is the wrong colour which
doesn't match the rest of the buildings, and it looks too institutional.
Paul Shore
1st Year Honours Political
Science

WHA-r 11-1'
HE L.'- WAS

jHAI!

Utterly awesome.
Steve Acorn
Jrd Year Honours Business
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Lest we
forget

Lest we forget that STUDENTS are
at least as important to the continued and
present existence of this university as the
administration.
Lynda Noccey

...

Further to the Nichols Campus Centre

Good

issue...

A small group of students gathered in
a room of the CTB on February 12 to

hear the other side. The administration's
lawyer told them that one of the reasons
the administration would like to maintain
control over things like the naming of the
SUB is to prevent an irresponsible executive (WLUSU) from radical action like
naming it the "Karl Marx Campus Centre." The administration obviously questions our judgement.
This is the same administration who
has not only the gall but the audacity to
proudly present that unsightly edifice
they are passing off as our new arts centre. The administration questions our
judgement hailing theirs as omnipotent,
yet they support things like the new arts
centre (I predict soon to be nicknamed
White Elephant"). Paranoia aside, since
they don't trust us shouldn't they have
asked for student ratification of the arts
centre proposals. Students are contributing to it via the development fund and its
appearance affects our reputation as
much as it does theirs.
"

...

both in my positions within WLUSU and
as a "regular" student. Perhaps he is the
originator of the "open door" policy now
so popular. A word of congratulations to
this years' WLUSU Executive and Board
of Directors on a decision well made. I
can think of no better tribute to a well
deserving candidate. Thanks Dean, for
everything.
Jane Flynn
Vice President, Gass of 85
Commissioner of University Affairs,
WLUSU, 1984-85

decision
on name
Through the ever alive WLU Alumni
grapevine, 1 recently heard that, finally,
the Students' Union Building has a proper
name. I was so pleased.
The idea of naming the SUB was a
topic of discussion when 1 was on the
WLUSU Executive in 1984-85. It was
good to see the idea come to fruition.
While there were a number of possibilities from which to choose, 1 can think of
none more appropriate than Dean
Nichols. Because the building is both
owned by the students and serves their
needs, it only seems fitting that its namesake is one person at WLU who truly
serves the students. Throughout my
experiences I found Dean Nichols always
available and willing to help me out
—

honour has been given.
Such a distinction could not have
taken place, if it were not for the student
fees; fees that are responsible for the
mortgage payments on the building since
its construction and fees that are responsible for the continual maintenance and
operation of the building.
Thus, the students are in a position to
acknowledge the person's contribution
they felt to be the greatest to them.
I applaud the decision made. I applaud you Dean Nichols.
Sincerely,
Barb Mlot
Vice-President/Secretary '84 '85
Chairperson of the Board '83 '84
Business Director '81 '83
WLUSU

Recognition
deserved

-

-

cations of this nature serve no purpose
and certainly do not reduce any of the
tensions surrounding this already contentious issue.

Sincerely,

Jeff Ferguson, Scott Brubacher
Andrew Reid, Allister Hain, Robyn
Boparai, Michael Weller, Joanne L
Taylor, Lynne Streefkerk, Larry o*ReiHy, Bruce Morrison, Sylvie Hand,
Steve Peppier, Richard Siep, Sandy
Dennis, Cynthia Scale, Sherri Lang,
ford, Jane Waurechen, Pamela
Ruebusch, Dona L. Asciak, Serge G.
Linarello, John Patterson, Doug
Earle, Chris Van Allen, Liz Emery,
Bruce Elliott, Maryann Sharpe

-

i applaud the students ofWilfrid Laurier University for having recognized Dean
Nichols' great contribution to the University and more importantly to us, the students. By naming the Student Union
Building after Fred Nichols the students
are expressing their appreciation for the
20 plus years of his devotion to all the
young men and women that have enter-

ed the halls of Laurier.
There are certainly other candidates
worthy of such an honour but none have
shown the degree of care, understanding
and support as the man to whom this

comment

Comic
offensive
We were offended and embarrassed
by the comic which appeared beneath
the letter presented by one M. Taylor in
last week's edition of the CORD. The
portrayal of Dr. Weir in such a selfserving light is both disrespectful and
unfounded. We would suggest that impli-

Correction

The letter titled "OFS a commitment"
by Sheldon Freeman (Cord, Feb. 13,
1986) should have read: "First of all, let
me point out that on the referendum of
November 21 the students of Laurier
voted on whether or not they wished to
take out full membership in the OFS at a
cost of $3/student. The vote was not on
whether or not the students wished to end
our commitment to trial membership
which does not lapse until June 1986."
The Cord apologizes for any
inconvenience.

Happy
non-director

(§£) Til AXIS YOU
The adminstration, Boards of Governors, faculty and staff members and
students of the University ofWaterloo and Wilfrid Laurier University wish
to express their sincere gratitude to the following members of the
Kitchener-Waterloo business community.
These companies have each made a personal pledge toward maintaining
the excellence of WLU and UW. Their donations, as part of the ongoing

We're for You campaign, will be applied equally to the development
programmes of Waterloo's outstanding universities.
On behalf of UW and WLU, we would like to say an enthusiastic "Thank
You" to all of these companies for their 1985 gifts, and to encourage our
faculty and staff members, students and visitors to express their
appreciation when supporting our business friends in the K-W area.

Transylvania Club
Wall's Piano Organ House
&

Words Worth Books
Wordsmith, The

APPAREL
Athlete's Foot, The
Brodey-Draimin Furs (Kit) Ltd.
Collins House of Formals
Dack's Shoes
Jacqueline's Fashions
Joanne's
Kabel's of Kitchener
Lashbrook's Footwear
Lena Klare Boutique
Pants Plus
Paul Puncher Men's Clothier
Ray Delion Mens Wear Ltd.
Sarah's Classics/Maternally Yours
Scapinello Clothiers
Star Men's Shops
Zacks Fashions Ltd.

APPLIANCES/FURNITURE/
LIGHTING
Beam of Canada Inc.
G Beam & Co. Mattresses

Ming Auto Beauty Centre
Parkway Ford Sales Ltd.
Queensway Auto Body Ltd
Radman, The

Randal Motor Sales Inc.
Schleuter Chevrolet Oldsmobile Ltd.
Schlichter's Ltd.
Star Weber Motors Inc.
Waterloo Mazda
Waterloo Toyota Ltd.
Wendell Motor Sales Ltd.

BUSINESS MACHINES/
FURNISHINGS/SYSTEMS

Add-Type Business Equipment Ltd.
Advance Business Equipment Ltd.
Brenneman Filing Systems Ltd.
Total Office Machines Ltd.
Twin City Copiers Inc.
Two-Way Communications Ltd.

COMPUTERS

A B Computor Services Ltd.
Computer Junction
Computerland
Data Terminal Sales (Canada) Ltd.
Desktop Computer Inc.
Home Computer Centre
Lyons Logic Ltd.
Waitronics

FLORISTS
Camerons Flower

Shop

Flowers n' Fancies Inc.
Laura Sharpe Flowers Ltd.
Plant Lady, The

Schnarr Florists

FOOD OUTLETS/SERVICES

Clay
Framing Experience, The
Gallery Indigena Inc.
Household China & Gifts
Racca's Art Supplies

Bill's Super Variety
Buns Master Bakery, Waterloo
Diplomat Coffee System
Domino's Pizza
Donutland by Girls & Co.
Forwell Super Variety of Waterloo Ltd.
Fung Wong Chinese Food
Godfather Pizza & Subs, The
Kasemann Cheese Shop, The
Kentucky Fried Chicken The Twins
Little Short Stop Stores Ltd.
M & M Meat Shops Ltd.
Mac's Convenience Stores
Mr. Grocer
New Orleans Pizza
Red Carpet Coffee Services
San Francesco Foods
Sonny's Drive-In Ltd.
T & J Seafoods Ltd.
The Cone Shoppe

AUTOMOBILES

HAIRSTYLISTS

Living Lighting

MacDonald Electric Ltd.
Rentacolor TV Rentals
Schreiter's Furniture Store Ltd.
Snugalers Furniture
Steve s TV & Appliances Ltd.
Tawco Ltd.
W H Furniture
Washerama & Appliance Centre Ltd.
Waterbed King Ltd., The

ARTS/CRAFTS/GIFTS
Artstore of Waterloo Ltd., The
Cloth

&

Active Towing Service
Automotive Lube Shop Ltd.
B & L Motors Ltd.
B-K of Waterloo
Dettmer Tire & Auto Centre
Fourway Automotive Ltd.
K-W Midas Muffler Shops
Maaco Auto Painting & Bodyworks

-

Apple II Hairstylists

Cut & Dried Hair Care
G & T Men's Hairstyling
House of Elegance
Mahler's Hairstylists
Razor Edge of Waterloo, The
Terence Hair Design Ltd.
Westmount Place Unisex

HARDWARE

Ontario Seed Co. Ltd.
Westmount Home Hardware
Wilkinson Home Hardware

&

Variety

HOME IMPROVEMENT/BUILDING

MATERIALS/SPECIALTY

EQUIPMENT
A to Z Rental Center
Acadian Upholstery Interior
&

Aves & Shaw Ltd
Beaver Lumber
Cunningham's Color Centre
Eldorado Plywood Specialties Inc.
Guy's Interiors Ltd.
Hand Pools Waterloo
Heibein Quality Upholstering
Hill & Glasser Ltd.
Honsberger Lumber Inc.
Innovation Paints Ltd.
Interior Woodcraft Ltd.
John's Nursery
John's Painting & Decorating Ltd
Len Koebel Flooring Ltd.
Loschmann F, Plumbing & Heating
Palmer Design Group, The
Reitzel Bros. Ltd.
Snider Plywood Specialties Ltd.
Strassburger Insulation Ltd.
Triangle Insulation Inc.
Twin City Tile Co. Ltd.
Vic Sellner Ltd.

HOTELS/MOTELS

Holiday Inn Kitchener
Journey's End Motel
Valhalla Inn
JEWELLERS
Dunnette Jewellers Ltd.
Hatashita Jewellers
King's Jewellers & Goldsmiths Ltd.
Ostranders Jewellers
Walters Jewellers Ltd
LEISURE/RECREATION
Central Ontario Cycle
McPhail's Cycle & Sports Ltd.
O W Sports Ltd.
Pioneer Sportsworld Inc.
Records on Wheels
Riordon Ski & Sport Centres
Sam the Record Man
Sportco of Kitchener Ltd.
Twin City Bowl
Webco Sports Ltd.
Wunderlich Amusements Ltd.
PHARMACIES

Campus Pharmacy
Hahn Pharmacy
Parkdale Pharmacy Ltd.
University Pharmacy
Westmount Place Pharmacy
PHOTOGRAPHY
B J Photo Labs
Bent's Cameras, Westmount Place
Forde Studio

Joanne Taylor

NAMUN
thanks

Donors to the "We're for You"
Campaign in 1985
Acorn Fire & Safety Ltd.
Action Air Conditioning &
Refrigeration Inc.
Bob Gray Music Ltd.
Chapman Sewing Centre
Duthler Textiles
Edward R. Good Funeral Home Ltd.
G & A Lock Service Ltd
Gallagher Moving
Incom Construction (1977) Ltd.
Lee Craft
McDougall Signs Inc.
Records Retention Centre
Towers Department Stores

In response to the quote attributed to
in the February 13 CORD
WEEKLY, ("Students stand firm behind
naming", page 3) please rest assured
that I am very happily NOT a member of
the WLUSU Board of Directors and did
not make the statement credited to me.
Thank you.
me

Beer's Camera Shop Inc.
Personal Studio
Reprints Inc.

RESTAURANTS
Angie's Kitchen

Black Forest Inn
Chadd's, Hotel Waterloo
Chances R
Charcoal Steak House

Charlie's

Dairy Queen Brazier Restaurant
Edelweiss Restaurant & Tavern
Grandma Lee's
Harvey's Restaurant Waterloo

Houligan's Dining Lounge
Keg, The
Knotty Pine Restaurant, The

Krebs Restaurants
Lantern Restaurant
McDonald's Restaurants of Canada

McGinnis Landing
Ming's Restaurant
Morty's

O'Toole's Roadhouse Restaurant
Olde English Parlour
Pasta's Pizza
Spaghetti House
Shin Shin Restaurant
Simon's Place
Smitty's Pancake House Tavern
Swiss Chalet
Wah Ming Restaurant
&

&

Waterlot Restaurant, The
Wharf Restaurant, The

STEREOS

Anderson Sound
Mr. Stereo
Natural Sound Shops

TAVERNS/ENTERTAINMENT

This is a note to all those who helped to
make it possible for the Laurier delegation to participate in the North American
Model United Nations. It was a great
success and special thanks go to a few
special people. To Professor Loren
Calder who steered us in the right direction and started the enthusiasm bubbling
within us. To the school's administration
and the History Department for both
their financial support and for instilling in
us the confidence to represent our fine
school. To Dr. Joyce Lorimer: Your
helpful suggestions, threats, and encouragement (read more threats) did wonders for all of us. And finally to those
courageous young delegates who dared
to go where nobody had gone before, the
First Annual NAMUN conference, 1
would like to thank you. To John Carlisle, Kathy Horvath, Natalie Prince, and
Pat Wyllie, the work and gusto that all of
you put into this assignment was simply
awesome. It was more work than we
originally envisioned, but the rewards
were also beyond our expectations.
Thanks to all who made it possible.
Jim Smith

Coronet Motor Hotel
Heidelberg Hotel
Kent Hotel
Lancaster Tavern
Taps, Hotel Waterloo

P.S. 1 hope everyone appreciates the
hard work and late nights 1 HAD to keep
to create a work environment at all times
for each of you. Thanks, the chief.

TRAVEL/TRANSPORTATION

Support of

ABC's of Travel Service
Airways Transit

Holiday Rent-A-Car System

Motz Travel
Noel Sedman Travel Service
Tilden Rent-A-Car Service
United Trails
Waterloo Taxi Ltd.
VIDEO
Movie World
Take 1 Video Corp.
Video Station
Video Works

Videoflicks
Videos

meal plan
The executive and council of the
Laurentian Students' General Association are fully supporting the efforts of
WLUSU in obtaining a more flexible and
optional meal plan.
Here at Laurenti an University, students on the meed plan are able to choose
when and how much they eat. The result
of this is unnecessary expense to the students who are already financially burdened with after school needs.
We hope that all parties concerned will
negotiate in good faith, ending in positive
results.
Respectfully yours,
Andrew

John Weir, President
Wilfrid Laurier University

Douglas Wright, President
University of Waterloo

MacNeil

President Laurenti an University
Students' General Association

comment
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Students
want real

election

If this is going to be our first "clean"
WLUSU election, I'd rather put up with
any number of task forces.
When nominations closed on February 14, there was no longer a need to
hold an election for WLUSU directors.
Every single nominee was acclaimed,
with no debates, no questions, no nothing.
In my opinion, this means that the new
board carries no mandate from the students. No candidate has been elected on
the basis of a single campaign promise.
In fact, the chief returning officer told
the newly-acclaimed directors not to
bother submitting platforms, presumably
since there was no longer any need for
the student body to tell this faceless group
of people apart. Laurier students would
return after Reading Week to find the
board installed as a fait accompli, without having even been asked for their
support. Platforms are also useful as a
means of measuring a candidate's mouth
against his or her (but mostly his) track
record in office. If platforms were not
available, the directors wouldn't have to
worry about following through with their
the students would not have
promises
been aware of them.
Obviously there is no way these new
directors have anything to do with responsible government, since not one student was permitted to cast a ballot in their
favour. I don't think a sheet of signatures
nominating a candidate for a directorship
is the equivalent of either a campaign, or
an election. This farce should not be
tolerated.
But it gets worse. Only four of the six
required business directors were acclaimed. A by-election will have to be held
later to find the other two. If these new
directors aren't acclaimed, they will be
the only real student representatives.
When a board meeting goes in
camera, it means that any non-elected
members must leave along with the spectators. Since only the president, the
executive vice-president, the vice-president: university affairs, and these business directors will have received student
votes, I wonder how the rest of the
board's attendance will be justified
(although I have no doubt that it will).
This board will be spending over a
million dollars of our money, and they
will hopefully build on the achievements
of the outgoing board. They will also
represent us to other universities, and
government officials. We deserve a red
election.
The nominations should be reopened.
The candidates who cared enough to
come forward in the first place deserve
credit, but not acclamation. It will be
better for all of us if we know who the
candidates are, what they stand for, and
if we choose our representatives by
democratic process.
—

WANTED

If you are pregnant and need
help, Birthright offers care and
understanding. All our services
are free and totally confidential.
Call 579-3990.

are supposed to be grateful for the few
crumbs thrown to us. Why is this man so

unbending and totalitarian in nature?
Doesn't he realize that without the students, Laurier is nothing? He, therefore,
should be more responsive to the wishes
of the students, of which the students in
residence are a significant minority.
Furthermore, 1 would agree that the
present points system is inefficient and
unfair because I would imagine that most
of them have experienced Laurier's meal
plan at its finest. Still, even if all the
Off-Cam people haven't had this experience then it shouldn't keep them from
forming an opinion unless, of course,
they Eire apathetic.
Furthermore, Dr. Weir's chosen date
of April 1 is in my opinion just another
example of the man's attitude in deeding
with students. Dr. Weir in my opinion
should be careful how he affects the students because we are the potential leaders of tomorrow. I, for one, am ready to
protest again.

Finally, I invite Dr. Weir or anyone
else in the administration, to point out an
acceptable means of protest. This I doubt
will happen because Dr. Weir won't dignify this letter with an answer, but he

B

ready to reduce himself to
my level when he threatened retaliation.
If nothing else I hope my letter at least
results in some constructive thought on
the issues.
Anonymous, for fear of reprisal
certainly

was

To donate telephone 579-6621
579-4879 or 886-2995

579-3990

Men $7.50 Women $8.50

disturbing

Complete with Blow Dry

Perms

complele

$35.00

Appointment needed for Perms only.
|

o
*

28 University Ave. E.

Across from San Francesco Foods

Tuesday

-

Friday 8:30-6:00

Saturday 8:00-3:30

Scott Piatkowski

\

°ieave
home

HPibA >ithout

Liz Jefferson

Reader
angered by
article
To put it bluntly, 1 was outraged when
first
read the Cord's February 13 head
1
line article about the "Student's meal plan
protest thwarted". My first impression
was that the Cord, unobserved by the
student body, had become a paper that
now espoused the views of the administration, but after 1 cooled down and
reread the article, 1 realized that the Cord
was just doing its best at unbiased reporting as the article was not as one-sided as 1
had thought. However, some of the
statements reported still have me angry.
Dr. Weir's attitude toward this issue
seems nothing but insulting and oppressive. It has left me wondering what the
man's motives are. 1 see nothing wrong
or immature about a protest that is nonviolent and is designed to let the administration know the views of the people
involved, peacefully. This view is widely
held and is seen in the form of strikes.
This example, however, may be a bad
one because there can be specific examples [jointed out in which strikes have not
been peaceful or reasonable, but still nonviolent protest has a great history: ask
the British about India.
The outcome of the meeting between
Dr. Weir and Mr. Habib also meets with
my dissatisfaction, but 1 suppose it is
better than nothing which is probably
what Dr. Weir threatened us with. We

Choose a Wardair Contiki
and
relax.
It's a holiday full of fun,
holiday
adventure and excitement. You'll have a
wonderful time.
And if your folks start to worry, tell them
not to. Tell them it's a Wardair Contiki tour.
Tell them Contiki has been taking people
your age around Europe for 25 years. They'll
know about Wardair's great reputation, but it
can't hurt to play it up. Make sure they know
that there's an experienced tour manager
on every trip so you don't have to take care
of hassles with customs, currency and
accommodation.
Now with any little worries out of the way,
you can concentrate on.the good time you'll
have. You'll travel with a group that shares

|

Edge 886-2060

H
\

ca U

A great looking hairstyle
at reasonable prices!

Acclamation
Like many of my fellow director candidates, I had a mixed reaction to the
news of my acclamation. Naturally, I am
happy to be on the Board of Directors.
I am, however, disturbed at the lack of
interest shown by the student body.
Hopefully, this apathy will be overcome
by the new Board.
1 would like to offer thanks to all those
who offered their support to my would-be
campaign. We would have made a great
team!
Take an interest in the contested elections, and, most importantly, vote.
1 look forward to serving you.

Donate Used Books and Records
for the 22nd Used Book Sale
of the
Canadian Federation
of
University Women
April 4 and 5, 1986

your interests and your age (18-35s only).
Wardair's Contiki tours draw young people
from around the world, so you're sure
to meet an interesting range of new friends.
No one's going to force you to traipse
around endless old, cold buildings either
Contiki tours are planned to appeal to your
interests, and if you'd rather plan some of
your own activities, that's okay too.
Tours range from 13 to 65 days, and can
cover most of the high spots of Europe and
Britain. A Wardair Contiki tour is as much
fun as you can handle!
Your Travel Agent has the new Wardair
—

Contiki brochure and all the information
you'll need to plan to leave home on the
trip of a lifetime.

Wardair Holidays

SJ

j!§- £|
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Simplify spelling, sez group

TORONTO (CUP)
"Our speiing
desperately needs tu be simptefied,
reformed, and rasionaKzed. It iz inevitable that this reformasion wil ocur. The
suner, the better."
Some of the above words might
look funny, but the Simplified Spelling
Society of Canada (SSSC), which
'M penned them, insists the more phonetic
spelling is simple more rational and
will eventually be easier to understand.
The three-year-old group calls current English spelling "a disgusting mess"
that has caused among other problems, an illiteracy rate of 20 percent in
Canada.
"English is by far the Western
world's worst language," said the
SSSC's president Ted Culp. "We use
'ph' when we mean '112, 'gue' when 'g'
would suffice and add letters that don't
do anything, like the V in 'dumb'.
The group wants people to simplify
their spelling and has drawn up 13 rule
changes as phase one of the project.
Despite the enormity of the task,
Culp said it is inevitable that we will

,

—

-

,

Enjoy this
acclaimed poet, singer
and songwriter when he
performs works from his
latest album as well as
Tuesday March 11
8:00 p.m.
514.00 siaoo
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People will still be able to read books
written in the old way, he said, because
the new system will be phased in. Eventually, the old books will wear out and

ones

ed.

withrevised spelling will be publish-

As for learning a new system, Culp
said it will be simple, especially for
young people who aren't bed to the old

style.
"The more you use it the more comfortable you become with it,"says the
Toronto-area high school teacher. "It's
become very difficult for me to spell in
the normal way."

Still jobsfor nobs

OTTAWA (CUP)
Critics of a
and
by
University
recent survey
the
College Placement Association that
found arts graduates high in demand
by employers say students finishing arts
degrees shouldn't get too excited.
"The (association) is correct in as far
as it goes, but there is still a strong,
strong demand for business and engineering students," said Pat Brand,
revise our spelling.
;7j^'jy' t
"The present system is so irrational, manager of the Canada Employment
Centre-On Campus at the University of
collapse like a house of cards."
HliiiliHHlfiiiiHißMHHiifll it will
Already, he noted, there have been British Columbia.
The survey said arts graduates from
some changes, primarily in American

JJBqT^|||P™
tSßMlNJlllllllll II

includes .50c CRF Surcharge

usage. The "our" ending is changing to
"or", "re" as in centre to "er" and simplified words like "nite" and "thru" are
popping up.
Culp admitted there are difficulties in
trying to overhaul a spelling system and
said some have been overcome while
others are unresolved.

—

the class of 1986 are in higher demand
by on-campus recruiters across the
country than students of computer
science, agriculture or forestry. Arts
graduates ranked third behind business
and engineering students holding bachelor's degrees.
Jeff Holmes of the Social Sciences
and Humanities Research Council, the
federal granting agency for the liberal
arts, said the new survey confirms
"what we've been telling people all
along. Now if they can just put more
money into the social sciences."

caviar.^

*

|

|

Krausen brewed in small batches, one of the longest age
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in brief
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Challenge '86 suffers setback
OTTAWA (CUP)
Allocations of federal
for the Challenge '86 student summer
employment program have dropped in all but
two provinces, according to the department of
employment and immigration.
Only Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
Island will get more money than last year.
Quebec and Ontario will get $3 million and $5
million respectively.
The total national funding for the Student
Employment/Experience Development, Work
Orientation Workshops and Student Entrepreneurs is $125.6 million, down $17.5 million from last year's allocation.
This part of Challenge '86, which gives
private companies 50 percent of the cost of
hiring summer students, and municipal and
non-profit sectors 100 percent of the cost, took
a deeper cut than expected. The government
took $7.5 million out of the program's budget
to allocate to the Career-Oriented Student
—

money

FOLLOW-UP SESSION
THESIS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP

Employment Program, which provides money
to federal departments to hire summer stu-

dents.
Sandra Kearns, a public relations officer at
employment and immigration, incorrectly told
CUP (Canada University Press) in January
that the $7.5 million was an additional allocation provided by the federal treasury board.
Barbara Donaldson, chair of the Canadian
Federation of Students, said the late announcement of provincial allocations and the reshuffling of money for COSEP (Career-oriented
Student Employment Program) shows Challenge '86 is as disorganized as Challenge '85

FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 1986
12:30 1:30 p.m.
Room: P3027/29
-

This workshop is a follow-up session for both Honours and
Masters students who are planning, beginning or trying to complete
thesis work or research projects:

was.

The government announced Challenge '86
in December, two months earlier than the

Do you need motivation to get started or keep going?
Are you still overwhelmed by the size of your research task?
Is your thesis affecting other areas of your life?

announcement last year. Donaldson says the
current revisions show the minister announced
the program early for political reasons, when it
really wasn't yet organized.

Bring your lunch and meet others with whom you can share
concerns and strategies. The workshop is free, but please sign up
with Judith in the Student Services Centre, Upper Floor or call
884-1970, extension 2338.

Activists use guerilla tactics
TORONTO (CUP) Animal rights activists
renewed their war against research on animals, breaking equipment and spray-painting
walls at a University of Toronto dental research
—

facility February 15.
The protesters, who may have entered by
the roof, broke a $4-5,000 pH testing machine
and spray-painted two floors with messages

like "scum" and "torture motel".
It was the latest action in a guerilla war U of
say has included a bombing, a
researchers
T
deliberately set fire and tampering with the
brake lines of the researchers' cars.
s

The Animal Liberation Front (ALF), a radical underground group, claimed responsibility
for the latest incident, calling it part of its
"economic sabotage campaign against the
scum who torture animals."
In a scrawled message delivered to media,
the ALF charged research dean Barry Sessle
"and his Nazi cohorts" with administering
"chronic pain" by implanting electrodes and
subjecting animals to other "mindless cruel-

Workshop Leaders: Wendy Hatch

&

Sarah Kolasiewicz

ties.

The university's research animals' supervisor, Jim Kenyon, said the vandalism began in

1981 and has occurred about once a year
since.
He said the campaign has ranged from
freeing research animals to more violent activities. One year a stick of dynamite blew out a
door. Kenyon said his car's brake lines have
been cut twice and the oil has been drained.
One-inch screws were propped against researchers' tires and the garage of one of his
colleagues was set on fire.
"Now", said Kenyon, his voice shaking,
"you don't start your car without walking
around it."
The university has invested $100,000 on
security devices for its labs, including card-

doors and hidden cameras.
The current census of animals at the university is 100 dogs, 20 cats, 25 non-human primates, 3,000 mice, 5,000 rats, 300 rabbits
and a small number of toads, chickens and
access

frogs.

%

Students protest paper racism
A "wear a paper
MONTREAL (CUP)
bag" protest, an open forum for 50 students,
and a front-page photo in Montreal's daily
English newspaper were results of an article in
the most recent issue of the Marianopolis
Paper.
The article, "Mananopolis: A better education?" compared two Montreal CEGEPS (college d'enseignements general et professional), one small and wealthy, the other large
and more accessible. Both were rated for educational standards, visible minorities and social
—

environment.

Two hundred Marianopolis students signed
a petition saying they objected to racism
expressed in the article. They said the article
misrepresented the majority of students by

quoting the racist comments of a few people.
As many as ten students wore bags on their
heads February 18, to prove, they said, that
skin colour does not matter to them.
The students were particularly upset about
one quote by Marianopolis student Jon Kay,
who said "The fact that there are few visible
minorities is a comfort to me. I'm not used to a
mixed environment."
Kay claimed he was joking and his quote

A WEEK AT

THE BEACH

"misconstrued."
At the open forum, Paper news editor and
co-author of the article Glenda Hersh said the
article was not intended to paint all Marianopolis students as racist. "It was merely to point
out that racism is there and that it is a problem.
Even if people can not see it," she said.
was

February 27, 28 and March 1—

A student's voice in Ottawa
A rare auction prize
OTTAWA (CUP)
gave second-year Carleton student Paul Gross
the chance to question deputy prime minister
Erik Nielsen about nuclear disarmament in the
House of Commons February 14.
Michael Cassidy, New Democrat MP for
Ottawa Centre, donated one question for the
federal government to a United Way charity
auction last October.
Cassidy asked on behalf of Gross, "Will the
government support a national referendum
asking Canadians whether Canada should
become a nuclear weapons free zone, thereby
ending all research, transport, testing, production and deployment of nuclear weapons systems and their components within our boundar-

fact, if I recall it correctly, it was on the basis of

Nielsen said, "The House has addressed
itself to that question before. As a matter of

Mulroney was in France at the summit of
French-speaking nations at the time.

—

ies?"

which was placed on the Order Paper
by the New Democratic Party, and the House
expressed its view on that motion."

a motion

Gross, a Political Science major, who des-

cribed himself as

"Question period junkie",
was not pleased with the response.
"We know that he and his 21 colleagues
would defeat such a bill but we want to know
why," Gross said.
Gross was disappointed that prime minister
Brian Mulroney did not answer the question.
Kirk Faulknew, legislative assistant to Cassidy, said to his knowledge the question has
never been addressed, but "Nielsen is full of
rationalizations."
a
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SHOES AND SHORTS MUST M WORN
ON THE BEACH

NO COVER BEFORE 8 P.M.
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Monday

Thursday
March 6

NOON HOUR Book Review:
Prof. Paul Beam, U of W, will
speak on 'A Maggot 1 by John
Fowles, 12:15 p.m. at the Kitchener Public Library. Call 7430271 in advance to reserve lunch
($2.50).

RESUME WRITING Workshop:
Yes, you can develop effective
resumes and cover letters! Meet
from 10:30- 11:30a.m. in P3015.

MUSIC AT NOON presents the
piano duo of Anagnoson & Kinton at 12 noon in the T.A. Admission is free and all are welcome.

BAGEL BRUNCH: The Waterloo
Jewish Students Association will
meet from 11:30 a.m. 1:30 p.m.
in U of W's Campus Centre. Everyone is welcome.

COME OUT and celebrate International Womens' Week.
Heather Bishop in concert with
Tracey Riley at 8:30 p.m. in U of
W's Humanities Theatre. Tickets
are available at the door: nonFeds pay $7.

j

-

'

i
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SUMMER JOB Search Workshop will be held from 5:30 6:30
p.m. in CTB 5-205.

JOB SEARCH Workshop: Learn
to plan an effective strategy from
6:30 7:30 p.m. in PlOO5.

Upcoming
Events

-

CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW
Committee will meet at 4 p.m. in
the BOD Room.

ATTENTION '87 Arts & Science
Grads: Placement Orientation
Session will be held Tues.,
March 11 from 10-11 a.m. in
P3015. Prepare for on-campus
recruiting.

-

CANADA EMPLOYMENT Centre for Students: Register for
assistance finding summer employment. Representatives will
be in the Concourse from 10a.m.
to 2 p.m.
FITNESS CLASS Sign-ups will
take place in A.C. at 11:30 a.m.
Class times are: M&W 5:30-6:30;
T&Th 4:45 5:45; T&Th 5:45
6:45. $20 for 6 weeks. Space is
limited!

JOB SEARCH Workshop will be
held from 10-11 a.m. in P3015.

SUPPORT THE K—W Symphony Youth Orchestra: help
send its members to the Canadian Festival of Youth Orchestras in Banff April 3 13. Fundraising events, from March 1 to
March 15, include a 'Ghost Tea',
a raffle, a bingo and a cheese
sale. Contributions, large or
small, will be appreciatea. For
more info, call 743-9353.

-

THE INTER-FAITH Committee
presents Dr. Gurbaksh Singh,
former dean of an agricultural
college in India, who will discuss
the Sikh approach to family and
culture. Takes place at noon in
the Kitchener Public Library.
THE CORD WEEKLY will hold
its weekly staff meeting at 2:30
p.m. in the news office of the
Cord (2nd Fl. NCC). Any student
who would like to contribute is
welcome to attend.

Sunday

.

March 4

March 2

LCM CHURCH Service will take
place at 11 a.m. in the WLU
Chapel. Coffee hour follows.
JOIN RECREATIONAL folk
dance classes, 7:30 9:30 p.m. at
the Adult Recreation Centre. No
experience necessary. For more
info, call 576-2653.
-

LSM BIBLE Study will take place
from 4-5 p.m. at 177 Albert St.
FRENCH FILM Screening: The
Department of Romance Languages presents the film 'Une
Partie de Compaigne' (Renoir) at
9 p.m. in PlOl7. Admission is
free and all are welcome to
attend.

Wednesday

March 5
HOLY COMMUNION Candlelight Service, sponsored by the
Lutheran Campus Ministry, will
take place at 10 p.m. in theKeffer
Chapel.

-

j

-

WILFCON II is less than one
month away! The Science-Fiction Club is proud to present
Guy Gaurial Kay, author of The
Summer Tree' and co-compiler
of The Silmarillion' as our guest
of honour. Guest artist will be
Heather Bruton. Various panels
will be held all day long. For
more info, call Bryan: 576-4177.

Tuesday

i

OPERA PRODUCTION: 'A Tale
of Two Cities' will be presented
in the T.A. at 8 p.m. on Fri. Feb.
28 and Sat. Feb. 29. Tickets are
available through the Faculty of
Music or at the door.

ATTENTION SCIENCE-Fiction
& Fantasy
Writers: Have we got a
contest for you! Backby popular
demand is a short story contest:
Thursday
m
1
deadline is March 1. Please type
iwaron o
your entry (double-spaced) and
BAGEL BRUNCH: The Waterloo place it in an envelope with name
Jewish Students Association will and I.D. number on it. Hand it in
meet from 11:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m. to the WLUSU Office and you
in U of Ws Campus Centre, Rm. could win $30. For more info, call
Mary at 576-4177.
113.
*

».

Applications for all
Student Publications
1986/87 positions
are due tomorrow at
4 p.m.

Personals

BLYTH & COMPANY: Superbly
Led Tours for Young Adults Ages
19-35. Biking transcontinental,
biking Europe's great river valleys, biking in France, the bike
tour of Europe, grand tour:
Greece and the Islands, grand
tour: Western Europe, sailing in
Greece, French Immersion and
homestay, humanities at Oxford
University. Please call for a complimentary brochure. Offices in
Canada, USA and France. Toll
Free: (800) 387-1387; (416)
964-2569.

MEGAN: HAVE a wonderful holiday in Venezuela you deserve
it!! Also, Happy 21st Birthday!!
Watch out for those South American men (or should they watch
out for you?)! Love, Tina.

Help Wanted

I

Friday
February 28

THE PLAY 'Given Half a Chance'
will be presented by the Rolling
Thunder Theatre Company, a
group of handicapped actors, at
4 and 7 p.m. in the PMC. Afterwards they will engage in a discussion about their lives as performers. Tickets, $2 each, are
available at the door.

Stenographic

Personal Business

FENCING LESSONS: Be a 'connoisseur of the odd' in learning
this sport. Lessons available for
individuals or small groups at a
small rate. Call Zoltan, 746-0570.

|

MEET THE Author: Hugh Cook,
author of 'Cracked Wheat and
Other Stories' will speak at the
PMC at 3 p.m.

i

-

'

i

i I

March 3
,

February 27

INTERVIEW SKILLS Workshop:
What to expect from employment interviews. 1 2:30 p.m. in
PlOO3.

etcetera

COUNCIL PAGE, Kitchener City
Hall, preferably a political
science student. Approximately
20 evening and 5 day-time meetings annually. Remuneration:
$50 per meeting. Reply in writing
to: City of Kitchener; Mr. R.W.
Pritchard; Commissioner of General Services; P.O. Box 1118;
City Hall; Kitchener, Ont. N2G
4G7.

STUDENT PAINTERS: Canadian Student Contractors requires managers for Toronto
and near surrounding areas. Information available at the Career
Placement Centre. Some painting experience required.

Accommodations
LUXURY CONDO can be yours
for next year! For 5 people 3
bathrooms, wash/dryer, air-conditioning, dishwasher, tennis
court much more! Call 8887624 for details now!
-

-

-

TORONTO: ACCOMMODATION available in a house for
graduating students. Commencing late summer, or September.
Excellent location in

Toronto. Competitive rent.
Jackie, 884-3294.

LOOKING FOR 3 girls to sublet

house during summer. Minutes
from school on Ezra. Call Fran at
746-0031.

Contest
BE A WINNER: The Game With
No Name 'Tournament' March
10, 8 p.m. to 12 a.m., in the
Turret. Prize Packages totalling
$525 from local merchants such
as: Video Station; Joseph's Coiffures; Schendels Stationary; Records on Wheels; Natural Sound;
Gus Maue; After A Fashion; and
Pizza Palace.
-

-

DEAR DANCERS: It takes two to
tango but there are ten of us.
What do you suggest?
ONE PAIR of white ocean Pacific shorts found in hotel rm. in
Jamaica. Owner please claim
and ask for Mickey.

Services

QUALITY TYPING and/or word
processing. Resumes stored indefinitely. Punctuation and spelling checked. Fast accurate service. Delivery arranged. Diane
576-1284.

TYPING! ESSAYS and resumes
supplied. Reasonable
rates. Close to universities. Call
Donna at 886-6308 anytime.

Paper

A—3 GIRLS: Thanks for all of the
help on our first video! Skinny
Jim and the Wildcat Strike.

"QUALIFIED TYPIST. Anything
typed from theses to resumes.
IBM Selectric typewriter. Will
edit and correct spelling. Will
supply paper. Call Pamela at
884-6913.

SWEETIE: HOPING you're here
this weekend to read this. We
have much to discuss, decisions
to make. Remember that I love
you regardless of the resolution.

QUALITY RESUMES. Type-rite
can design your resume for that

BLOND & REDHEAD: We like
your low-cut shirts and your
high-cut shorts, and we love
what's in them. P.S. Thanks for
the reply, Guy (Moustache) and
Man (Dirty Blond).
TO THOSE GIRLS who toured
the U.S.S. Virgin: Good luck
ashore because there are no gentlemen here. Irie Mon, Irie!
DESPERATELY SEEKING
David: Drop by at 7:50 a.m. tomorrow. I might not be able to
make it tonight.
TCCA: THANKS for the piggyback on the hare these past
months. Nuckle-dragger.
TO THE PANTING Haw ky
Tart: You were out of line sending #l6a Valentine's note. Lucky
for your hormones tarts aren't
prohibited from the games, so
keep on dreaming and drueling.
SPECIAL THANKS to those who
contributed to the 'Send EMC
Somewhere Warm & Tropical for
Reading Week' fund. Dorchester's beautiful this time of year!
Luv EMC.

A: BIG THANK you for supper
and the movies last Friday. It's
great to have you both back in
Waterloo! Dave.

CONGRATULATIONS 'SUNSHINE Bear'. Love, GrumbleBunny.
ANDREA AND David are
pleased to announce the arrival
of Victoria Noel Cole. Special
thanks go out to Pro Pets and to
Mom and Dad for their help with
the 7 hour long delivery.

'professionally printed' look.
Featuring larger bold headings.
Very reasonable rates.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Essays, term papers, theses, resumes, etc. Simple tax returns
prepared $10. Call Accu-Type
886-4347.
FAST, ACCURATE typing and
word processing of reports, mailing lists and resumes. Reasonable rates, many years experience. Phone 886-2097.

TYPING: GRADUATE of a university Secretarial and Administrative Studies Program will type
essays, reports, resumes, etc.
Close to campus. Reasonable
rates. Call Cathy at 746-0190.
FAST, DEPENDABLE word processing. $1 per double-spaced
page. Resumes $3 per page.
Draft copy provided. Near Seagram Stadium. Phone 885-1353.

TYPING: WILL type essays. Spelling and grammar corrected. 20
years experience. IBM typewriter. Call Shirley at 745-2928 after
5 p.m.
EXCELLENT TYPING of reports, theses. 20 Yager Ave. Apt.
3 578-5424, off Westmount, Left
Greenbrook, Right Stirling, Left
Southmoor, Right Yager.
-

TYPING. GREAT rates. Pick-up
and delivery. Available 24 hours
per day. Call now for fast, efficient and accurate service.
744-9359.

WILL DO TYPING in my home.
Call Dianne, 579-3741.

Core for Sole

losFound

'76 VALIANT
Power steering,
automatic, slant 6 engine, all new
paint and body, maintenance
records available. 82,000 miles.
$1,600 0.8.0., as is, 894-3222.

LOST: WOMAN'S watch, gold
rim with alligator-style strap, in
the vicinity of the A C. on Sunday, Feb. 9. Sentimental value.
Call Heather, 884-2990.

—

APPLICATIONS for RESIDENCE accommodation 1986-87 are now available in the
WLU Housing Office. All returning students are eligible.
CLOSING DEADLINE Is March 14,1986 at 4:30 p.m.
A $25 deposit must accompany the application. This deposit will be refunded only if
the applicant is not offered a space in residence. Details and other information are
available at the Housing Office: 884-1970, ext. 2218.

Student Publications
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
A number of student jobs, mostly
part-time, become available on
campus during the summer months.
To be considered for employment,
complete a Summer Application
Form in the Personnel Office in the
lower level of the Library.

Lesbian
supplement
v coming soon
Submissions (poetry, p>erspectives, artwork, etc.) are welcomed for the Cord
Weekly s Lesbian & Gay supplement, which will be published on Thursday,
March 13. All submissions are due by Thursday, March 6 and should be brought
to the Cord offices on the second floor of the NCC. Submissions may be mailed to
the Cord c/o WLU.
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Nothing special
about high
school effort
F/X, starring Bryan Brown,

Diane Verona and Brian Dennehy. A Dodi Fayed—Jack
Wiener Production of a Robert

Mandel film.

by Peter J. Lear

The only redeeming feature about
is the story. Otherwise the
movie F/X has nothing going for it.
F/X is about a movie special
effects (F/X) expert Rollie Tyler
(Bryan Brown). He is asked by the
Justice Department to use his skills to
help them fake themurder of a mobster turned informant. Rollie is surprised when the murder turns out to
be red and he is left holding the
smoking gun. He runs to his lover,
Ellen Keith (Diane Venora), and
hides out at her apartment. An
assassin finds Rollie there and kills
Ellen. Rollie manages to escape.
Enter Les McCarthy (Brian Dennehy) to investigate Ellen's death.
Coincidently, he is also working on
the mobster's death.
The second half of F/X has only

F/X

Special effects can not save F/X, a disappointing film which promises more than it can deliver.
Above, star Bryan Brown plys his trade.

one interesting plot twist, though
there certainly is potential for more.

With all of that potential 1 expected much more of F/X. The truth is
no one in this movie can act with
consistency and there are too few
special effects (good as they are).
The movie helps to perpetuate a
long standing myth that it rains every
night in New York City. During four
of the five nights the movie spanned,
it was raining. The rainless night
took place out of the city. Rain certainly adds to some scenes, but
Young Frankenstein this is not.
Even the simplest things are done
poorly. The passage of time is often
depicted in most movies by moving
from scene to scene. A few scenes in

Other actors are similarly disappointing. One supporting character tried
to show despair about as effectively
as Don Knotts portraying Dirty
Harry. Now top this with Mason
Adams, whose voice is worse than
finger nails on a chalkboard, and you
have a pitiful cast.
F/X needed more time and effort

Brown and Dennehy

are

supporting actors cast in
leading roles

F/X

leave you wondering why the
actors aren't tapping their fingers in
boredom. 1 had to get up and walk
around to prevent my muscles from
seizing up.
Special effects aire always interesting. But 1 don't think it is necessary to
spend ten minutes showing the audience how a rubber mask is made. 1
can watch that for free during the
next television documentary about a
Steven Spielberg film.

Brown and Dennehy make terrific
supporting actors. Unfortunately they
are both cast in the leading roles.

from its producers Dodi Fayed and
Jack Wiener. They failed to motivate the director and cast. Theresult
is less than a high school effort. A
bigger budget certainly would have
helped to attract some real actors.
I saw F/X on a Thursday at the
Frederick Mall Cinema in Kitchener.
The theatre audience was pretty
sparse. With that kind of opening
and an R rating, 1 don't expect it will
live up to the high expectations its
television commercials leave you
with.

Photo by S. Karin Epstein, courtesy Orion Pictures.

Godspell-A good feeling
by Anne-Marie Tymec

For years now, University of Waterloo's Humanities Theatre has
drawn big-name professional entertainment to this area. Godspell,
which played February 14 and 15,
showed that Humanities is also a
home for some excellent amateur
theatre.

In a joint venture between U of
Ws Drama department and Theatre
Humber, college and university students combined to create a memorable musical and theatrical experience.
Godspell is a late 1960s production which puts to music the gospel of
St. Matthew. Based on Christ's teachings and parables, the material might
be considered too dry for ordinary

This production of Godspell ran at
audiences to swallow for two hours.
But excellent choreography and Toronto's Humber College inDecemdirection from Joel Greenberg and ber of 1985 and came to UW two
the dedication and talent of the thir- months later. Since a great deal of
teen member company paid off. rehearsing did not go on during the
two month time span, the actors
Greenberg used movement and lighting to spruce up some of the longer were fairly fresh when they hit the
dialogue pieces and stuck in jingles stage on Friday night.
Unfortunately, a two-hour musifrom current advertisements to keep
cal can use up a lot of energy, and
the audience's attention.
the performance 1 saw on February
14 was the third that day. The two
sold-out high-school performances
earlier in the day took a lot out of
some of the performers. Ges Lindsay, who played Christ, had the largest speaking and singing role and
was close to hoarseness by the second act. This obviously put some
strain on Ges' fellow actors and conleges, high schools, cultural centres centration wavered at some points.
and even prisons. Some audiences Luckily, the Godspell musical is
respond uncertainly at first to the structured such that everyone carries
irreverent and indelicate treatment of an equal share of the performance
load, so the cast helped each other
crippling diseases, but the play eventually succeeds in breaking down out quite a bit.
Technically, the show was very
their prejudices about handicappers,
said Paynter. "The only negative impressive. The set consisted of a
response we've had is at senior citinine-foot fence which separated the
zen homes," he said. "They find the band from the players. Two sawhorses, some planks and a variety of
joking offensive."
Paynter is excited about the stage debris including tambourines,
impact of Given Half a Chance, but waterbottles, old clothing and garhe also said he would love to write bage made up the prop list.
more plays. His only concern is the
The costumes were also wellpressure of repeating the play's sucmade. Besides being colourful and
cess. "Therein lies the ugly chalcontemporary, they reflected the perlenge," he said.
sonalities of the characters wearing
The play will be presented at the them. The costumes made the audiPaul Martin Centre on Monday, ence comfortable enough to join the
March 3 at 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. $2 cast onstage for some communal
tickets will available at the door or at wine (red Kool Aid) at intermission.
the WLUSU Info Booth.
The lighting was a problem. Designer Lesley Wilkinson sometimes left

Taking a chance
by Matt Johnston

Gord Paynter is tough on his
actors. The Brantford actor, who
wrote and directs Given Half a
Chance has seen the cast through
just over a year's worth of performances because, he says, the play is
"a winner, with a real good, clean
positive message."

"After the show, audience members often approach me or Vicki or
Desi, (the other principal actors), to
talk. They no longer see the white
cane or the wheelchair," said
Paynter.
The show concerns sin employment agency where the handicapped
players are attempting to find a useful place for themselves within
society. They discover society's atti-

tudes toward the disabled are a
bigger handicap than physical impairments.

Gordon Paynter is blind from diabetes. Vicki lorio is confined to a
wheelchair. Desi is more severely
disabled: spastic and unable to speak
coherently because of his battle with
cerebral palsy.
Given Half a Chance will be performed at Wilfrid Laurier on March
3. Paynter wrote the comedy/drama
over six weeks in December-January
of 1985, and trained lorio and Burningham for the major roles. A
government grant allowed the show
to tour throughout Ontario for the
remainder of the year.
Given Half a Chance does not
treat the issue of disability gravely or
with seriousness. Instead, the cast
pull no punches in presenting handi-

cappers as real, intelligent people
who are in no sense diminished by

their disabilities.
The show has played all over
southern Ontario at community col-

her actors in shadows, a bit of an
annoyance for the audience. Nine
ceiling lamps set down where actors
could turn them on and off as needed
became a bit of a distraction after a
while.
All in all, though, the production
was a success. The rapport between
actors and audience was so good
that during the curtain call the audience began to clap and sing in tuneto
Day By Day, with the players joining
in as well. From the smiles and laughter which followed the audience out
of the theatre, it was obvious the
production left everyone with a good
feeling.
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WORD SEARCH
COCONUT
CRABS
CRUISES
DAYTONA BEACH
DISNEY
DRESS
ENJOYS
EVERGLADES
EXCHANGE
FISHING
FLAMINGO
FLOWERS
FORT LAUDERDALE
GANGS
GRAPEFRUIT
GULF
HATS
HOTELS
HOTSPOT
HOUSE
KEY WEST
LONG
LOTION
LOUNGES
MIAMI
MINIBIKE
MUST
NIGHTLIFE
OCEAN
ORANGE
PAIL

by Liz Carr

The words in the diagram may be
formed forward, backward, up,
down or in a diagonal direction.
They are always in a straight line
and are formed without skipping
any letters. Circle each letter in the
words. The unused letters, reading from left to right beginning at
the top, will form a word related to
the puzzle theme.
Word Uat
AGAIN
AIR CONDITIONING
ALLIGATORS
ATLANTIC
BAFFLED
BEACH
BIKINIS
BOATS
BURN
BUS
BUSCH GARDENS
CAMP

PALM TREES
PARTY
PICTURES
PIER
PLAN
POOL
POSTCARDS
RAYS
REALTY
RELAX
RESORT
RESTS
RINGLING BROTHERS
RUBS
RUNNER
RUNS
RUSH
SAILS
SALTWATER
SARASOTA
SEAL
SHELLS
SIGHT
SLIDE
SOUVENIRS
STORM
SWIMMING
TAMPA
TANS
TIDE
TOUR
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TOWEL
TRAILER
TRAIN
TROPICS
WALKS
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Entertainment
Quiz
by Ingrid Randoja
1. Whose friends include Francie,
Skipper and P.J.?
·
2. Name the 3 women to play
Catwoman in the Batman series?
3. Who sang the theme song for
the movie The Spy Who Loved
Me?
4. What is. the name of Carla's exhusband on Cheers?
5. True or False: Steven Spidberg
has been nominated for the best
director Oscar for his work in The
Colour Purple?
6. Whose picture was the first to
grace the cover of the first issue of
People magazine in 1974: (a)Mia
Farrow, (b)Flton John, (c)Steve
McQueen?
7. Who played Butch Cassidy in
the film Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid?
8. Who is "the friendly ghost"?
9. What is the name of the family
dog in My Three Sons?
10. On The Brady Bunch, what is
Mike's ocrupation?

Please enter me in the Student Long Distance Contest.
Make 3 Long D1stance calls, enter the numbers you called on
th is entry form, send it along and you could be one of two
fortunate students to win a fiery Pontiac Fiero.
Each additional set of 3 calls makes you eligible to enter
again. So go ahead, talk yourself 1nto a fiery Fiero.
Date called
Area code Number called

1 ~-1

1

2.

L

L

3

I

~

-

=

1

~

Ns-rre
1

re

c;

o·

Rules and Regulations: 1. to enter. pnnt your name, address and telephone number on an offic•al Telecom Canada entry form or on an
8 em x 12 em (3" x s•j Piece of paper, as well as the telephone numbers (includmg area codes) and dates of three (3) Long Distance calls • completed
between August !6, !985 and February 12. !986. Each group of three (3) Long Distance calls may be entered only once OR. prov1de ahandwnnen
description, in not less than 25 words. explammg why you would like to make a Long Distance call Only ongmal hand wnnen cop1es will be accepted
and those mechamcally reproduced wiil be disqualified
•
Mail to: Sludent Long Distance Contest, P.O. Box 1491 , Station A, Toronto, Ontario M5W 2E8
"Calls to any pomt outs1de the entrant's local flat rate calling area
2. Enter as often as you can . but each entry must be ma.led in a separate envelope, bear suffiaent postage and be postmarl<ed no later than
February 26, ! 986. the contest cfoSJng date The sponsors do not assume any responsJbliJiy for lost, delayed or mJSdlfected entnes Only entries
received prior to the draw dates will be eligible for contest participation.
3. There wiD be atotal offour (4) pnzes awardednationally(see Rule t4 for pnze distnbut1on) ach pnze will cons1st of a !986 Pont1ac Eero Spor
Coupe with all standard eqUipment plus the following opt1ons. AMIFM Stereo Raa1o and alummum rastwheels Approximate reta.l value of each pnze
IS $13,000 00 Local delivery federal and provmaal taxes as applicable. are u>cfuded as part ofthe pme at no cost to the wmner Vehicle Insurance.
regtstrabon. license. and any applicable mcome tax. WI I be the responsibility of eachwmner ~ach veh•c'e v.111 bed£ vered to the GM Pc !tat de •
nearest the wmner's residence mCanada 'he pnzewtll be awarded to the person whose oame ppears on •he entry rr t f one pnze per pet ;on P.:
pnz•smustbeacceptedas IWarded wth 10 '<!ShsubS!i!L1JOns Pnze w ~eaward ul •ac w ne v
.., >nad Pn! award
~ Ol
be exactly as ollustrated
Random selectiOilS WII
oronlo Ontano by the
t•es POStmarked no later
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Psyche-d out
by Sharkey Day
and Lippy Pinhead

SD: Hi, I'm Sharkey Day.
LP: And I'm Lippy Pinhead. We're
at another Oxygen Party here in the
Turret, tonight featuring New Rose
recording artists Psyche, an electro
two-piece band.
SD: Actually, those aren't our real
names, but if Stephen and Darren

change their names to Anthony
Red and Evan Panic why can't we
have fun with ours too?
LP: They're starting the show with a
self-made film called No More Roger.
The soundtrack noise is terribly loud,
but at least it covers up the rotten

can

acting.

SD: What a concept, a crazy kid
who controls his parents with voodoo
dolls. Geez, I'm terrified.
LP: It's about as scary as Heidi.
Oops, his parents pushed him off the
roof. Bye-bye, Roger!
SD: Look, they're coming on stage.
What did the singer just say? The
echo is so strong.
LP: He just introduced the first song,
No Need For That. Why is he dancing with that stupid mannequin head?

Don't WASP do a stunt like that
too?
SD: Well, Darren, whoops, I mean
Evan Panic, isn't a terrific dancer, so
who else is going to trip with him?
But the background films are appropriate for this sinister music.
LP: Yeah, they've got good taste in
films, but so what? What's

so tough

about taping Blade Runner and Liq-

uid Sky. And if they're going to show
Koyaanisqati I'd rather hear the
Philip Glass soundtrack, not this

electro-mugging,
SD: Now Evan's plugging their new
12" single Thundershowers (In Ivory

Towers). That's pretty cheap, isn't
it?
LP: What, the price of the record?
SD: No, standing up there waving
your record at people, begging them
to buy it. This is more crass than
Liberace. Got any baby pictures to
show us, Mr. Panic?
LP: Well, the song's dodgey disco

droll

anyway.

No wonder CFNYs

playing it.

SD: Yeah, it's more dumb than the
No More Roger film.
LP: These guys are indebted to so
many bands. Cabaret Voltaire, Soft

A popular pastime of the press:
grossly distort and wrongly report on the Punk Hardcore music scene.

discs

Ce11...
SD: ...Scraping Foetus Off the
Wheel. So why is Psyche such a
snore?
LP: First, they rarely transcend their
influences. Also, the reliance on the
synthesized beat is understandable,
but after a while the music just
becomes stagnant. And lyrically
they're about as haunting as Count
Floyd.
SD: The best thing i can say about
Psyche is their live sound has more
depth and edge to it than their

Psyche rarely transcend
their influences
records do. But I rarely listen to their
recordings and 1 never plan on going
to see them again. Plus, Evan's
theatrics are ludicrous.
LP: Okay, we both vote "no" on
checking out Psyche again. Let's
talk about Oxygen Parties in general. It's about time Samboard recognized the limitations of their playlist.
SD: I doubt it would have happened
without Caroline MacDonald's efforts, but I'm still not entirely satisfied. Sure, tonight's music is good
and it walks all over the stuff they
flog here every weekend. But it's not
that alternative. Where's Laurie
Anderson, The Fall, and all those
bands whose names were used in the
Oxygen Party ads?
LP: Right. And reggae and African
music are absent
But there's no
reason why tonight's music can't be
played here on weekends either.
How could anyone who likes dancing not move to the Hoodoo Gurus?
SD: So things have changed but not
that much. Banal pap still rules while
people who like something better are
tossed a Wednesday or two a month.
LP: It would have been a better
evening if Psyche weren't there.
SD: Hey, I know this song. It's The
Insomniatic Vampire's Pet Black
Panther's Brain Collapses During
Thundershowers. Oh, it's horrible!

Lloyd cole and the commotions
(2) easy pieces

by Scott Piatkowski

Warning: do not listen to the new Lloyd Cole album
if you are suicidal. If you do, it is sure to drive you over
the edge. The lyrics (conveniently printed in one continuous sentence) abound with black humour and pessimism. For the rest of us (those who aren't inclined toward
suicide), (2) Easy Pieces is an interesting and impressive

effort.
The Commotions consist of Lloyd Cole on vocals and
guitar, Blair Cowan on keyboards, Neil Clark on guitar,
Lawrence Donegan on bass guitar, and Steve Irvine on
drums. Cole's voice has aspects of Bob Dylan, Lou
Michael Stipe.
Reed, and
opens
album
with Rich, a comparatively upbeat
The
number, dealing with a man's life after the departure of
his wife: "Did you miss her much/ well hey you never
gave it much thought."
Cut Me Down is a masochistic plea: "I've been aching
just to fall cut me down". A simple, yet effective melody
complements the next depressant, Pretty Gone.
Grace is another charming tale about the breakdown
of a relationship. "1 was walking down by the river
Thames/ 1 decided that I should throw me in/ because
you broke my heart/ and you made me weep in the
name of sensitivity."
In Why I Love Country Music, Cole continues his
litany of miseries: "I'm just tired/ she's way past caring."
Isn't this guy ever happy?
On the flip side, Cole tells us that he's looking for a
Brand New Friend. He sings, 'let me count the times
that we swore and lied/ that we'd tie ourselves to a
railway line." Nice stuff!
Lost Weekend features one of the most memorable
melodies on the album and more of the same sort of
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Almost over
Horror of all horrors. Take a look around

you,

ladies and

germs.

The school year is almost over. Golly, has time ever flown by, eh?
Wha' happen? First-year students have just had the time of their
lives. Soon they will all discover there is life beyond the Turret and
Forwell's. Baby biz-nobs who didn't quite cut it will be telling parents
everywhere about the benefits of General Economics. Others who
did make it will be cringing at the prospect of ever making it through
stats. Everyone else will play Pin-The-Major-By-The-Tail and try
not to get too depressed.
Second-year students still haven't given up on the Turret and stil!

Freedom of Speech
by
Tony Spencer
believe one day they will meet the boy or girl of their dreams while
drinking beer from plastic cups and dancing to polite music. Many
will discover Taps, and for some reason they will cram into this sardine can of a bar. There they will sweat more, pay more for beer
and listen to the same music.
Third-year students will become satiated with drinks that only
contain 5% alcohol. Some will realize how close they are to reality
and do something about it, like buy a suit or get a haircut. As
resumes are contemplated, many will suddenly become involved in
student politics. Still more will pray to the Gods of Destiny: "What
to do with life?" The gods will respond by pointing out the obvious:
"Get your Biz Dip, stupid!" Everyone will breath a sigh of relief at
not being thrust into the world at such a tender age and delight at
the prospect of yet one more year of irresponsible, immature behaviour that would not be allowed young adults in any setting other
than university life.
Fourth-year students. These are the most damned and pitied of all
students. They are so close to reality you can smell the fear on their
breath. The only people who aren't scared shidess are the biz nobs
in accounting because they are guaranteed a job, but they are
nevertheless pitied for the job they will actually be doing. Once
again the Turret becomes popular, I 't only to drink cheaply and
ogle through fuzzy eyes all the girls and boys they have fantasized
about for so long, yet never talked to, and hence fulfilled their
respective youthful desires.
Some of these fourth-year burnouts will even go so far as to consider continuing their studies. After all, what the hell else are you
gonna do? Some tire worried graduate studies might be difficult or
something. But come on, look back. Wasn't the whole ordeal supposed to be so hard, such a big deal, maaan?! Now be honest, it
wasn't all that bad, was it? Fuck the real world, give me a handful
of this, a mouthful of that and let's dance some more.
So what's left this year? Now is the time everyone realizes what
has just been spewed out above. Get ready for an explosion of nonstudious activity. The parties will go on that much longer, weekends
will begin earlier and earlier and a mad dash of generally immoral
behavior will be pursued. There is nothing else left; here begins the
desperate pursuit of pleasure.
Take a chance, dance on your face, take your clothes off, do the
funky chicken, die your hair purple, dress in drag, wear satin
underwear, don't wear underwear, do it in the library, do it in the
Peters Building, do it in your roommate's bed, do it with your
for heaven's sake let's Get Out
roommate, do it with yourself
and
Do
It
Now!!!
There
...

**<ss
Come to llamboro downs Harness Racetrack any students' night this
winter and you could win your tuition, up to a maximum of M.OOO. 00
To qualify just fill out the ballot in this ad and bring it to the track any
Saturday night. Enter often and increase your odds! (Winning entry to
be drawn March 15,1986).

Proof of enrollment required.
Complete contest details available at
Flamboro Downs.

ya ■■ ■■

SATURDAY NIGHT IS
STUDENTS' NIGHT

I
■

I

Students with valid D. cards
admitted to Grandstand FREE every
Saturday night to March 15,1986.

subject matter. The next track, James, features thelines,
"ugly little children with poor complexions/ and greasy
hair receive no concessions.../ oh James oh you're a
terrible child/ hide yourself away." Thought-provoking,
indeed, but repetitive.
One of the group's most ambitious arrangements is
found on Minor Character. Just in case the listener has
not already slashed his wnsts, Cole throws in the uplifting
lines, "she said she'd throw herself off a bridge/ he stood

and laughed."
Summing up the disc perfectly is Perfect Blue: "whatever I touch turns to blue.../ I may be blue but don't let
me make you blue too." (2) Easy Pieces is a uniquely
perverse experience. The songs are well-written but are
often similar in subject matter.

BSIT-T*l

WEEKLY
PRIZES

Concert tickets, albums and great

'mystery' prizes to be won each
week
courtesy of CROC 1150

| "WIN YOUR TUITION" BALLOT I
■

'

■

Name

■

Address

|

J

I

|

Pho e#
"

College/Unlwsity

■

|

—

Radio.

Deposit ballots only on Student
Nights at llamboro downs.

"Have you played today?"

y

flamboro downs €//
Racing 5 nights, Wed. thru Sun. Doors open 6:00. Post time 7:30.
Hwy. 5, between 6 8. Flamborough (416)627-3561
&
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Sports

Inside Scoop
As

you

have probably heard,

or

should have heard by now, the

1986 edition of the hockey Hawks is the hottest team currently patrolling the OUAA circuit.
You've heard that before, you say. The same time last year? Well,
you're right, but this year things are different.
First of all we finished first this season, not second.
Last season's team (18-2-4) finished second overall, one point
behind the Blues. That team was exceptional, but a quick playoff exit
at the hands of the Western Mustangs tarnished the image of an
extremely talented team. The core of that team did not return this
season.
It was supposed to

%

be

rebuilding year. Gone were forwards Dave
Beckon, Mike Gazzola, Tony Martindale, Paul Roantree, and Kevin
Casey
all better-than-average OUAA players.
The defence, far and away the league's best, was decimated. Gone
was the Outstanding Canadian College hockey player of the year,
defenceman and captain Rob Whistle. Whistle graduated to the
National Hockey League. Gone was the stalwart Jim Quinn who
defected to medical school in Western (of all places). Gone were ex-pro
Dave Robson and the intimidating 6'5" veteran Ray Kremer. Ouch!
Left was blue-chip veteran Joel Levesque and the steadily improving,
but seldom used, rookie defenceman Rod Cunningham. Everyone
knew it would be impossible to replace that defensive corp.
It was supposed to be a rebuilding year.
And it's true. The Hawk defence of today can't measure up to the
1985 edition. But that is not important. This year's defence can measure up to any other team in the league and that is all that really
a

—

Hawk leading scorer Terry McCutcheon (20) blasts in Laurier's first goal in the
Hawk's 3-1 victory over Waterloo on Sunday. McCutcheon scored 27 goals and 31
assists in 24 regular season games, cord photo by Scoop Furlong.

A year of hockey firsts
by Scoop Furlong

For the first time ever, Laurier
has finished first overall in the
OUAA hockey league. Sporting
the nation's best record, 20-3-1,
over the regular season the hockey
Hawks clinched first place in their
a 7-4 win over the
23rd game
—

Waterloo Warriors.

It has been a

season

of firsts for

the Hawks. It's the first time the
Hawks have compiled 20 wins. It's
the first time the Hawks have had a
two in fact. It's
20-goal scorer
the first time the Hawks have finished atop the OUAA. Finally, it's
the first time Laurier has led the
league in goal scoring.
—

The first-place finish accomplishes three things. Most importantly, home ice advantage is ensured throughout the playoffs. Secondly, it moves the Hawks to number
two in the country. This ranking
could be important in terms of a
CIAU wildcard berth should the
Hawks lose in the playoffs. Thirdly,
the first-place finish gives the Hawks
a first-round playoff bye.
Laurier will now meet Western,
who defeated Windsor in a onegame sudden death quarterfinal on
Tuesday. The best-of-three series
begins tonight (Thursday) at 7:30
p.m. at the Waterloo Arena.
It is the fourth consecutive year
Laurier and Western have locked
horns in the playoffs. UWO has

defeated WLU the past two seasons, and the Hawks are looking
for revenge. "It's time to even
things up," said Hawk head coach
Wayne Cowing. Laurier defeated
Western 3-1 and 4-0 in regularseason play.

In Saturday's win Laurier jumped
to an early 4-0 lead before Waterloo rebounded with four straight
goals to tie the game early in the
third period. The Hawks, however,
quickly rebounded with three goals
to ensure victory and first place.
Bobby Dean notched two for the
winners while singles went to Shaun
Reagan, Dave Aitchison, Beric
Sykes, Tim Glencross, and Steve

Handy.
The Hawks rounded out the
regular season with a 3-1 victory

these same Warriors on Sunday. Terry McCutcheon with two
and Bobby Dean with a single
paced the Hawk attack. Jay Green
had the lone Warrior goal.
Last week, Laurier edged Windsor 3-2 on Sunday and bombed
Guelph 12-2 at home on Saturday.
The Windsor win saw Laurier
overcome a 2-0 first-period deficit.
Dave Banton with a dramatic shorthanded marker with just 2:14 remaining in the game scored the
winner. Earlier Rob Sutherland and
then Glencross scored to tie the
game. It was a goaltenders' dual as
Moffat turned aside 33 shots while
his Windsor counterpart also
over

Flying Hawk
Paul Nastasiuk
In the Canadian Football League's
annual draft this past week a Wilfrid
Laurier Golden Hawk was selected in
the first round. The Grey Cup champion British Columbia Lions drafted
Hawk running back Paul Nastasiuk
ninth overall. Nastasiuk, the only Laurier player drafted, was the second running back selected behind N.F.Lbound Hosman Trophy candidate
Reuben Mayes (2nd overall).

stopped 33 shots.
The 12-2 score over Guelph
says it all. Though the Hawks
started slowly, six unanswered second-period goals gave the Hawks
a commanding 8-1 lead. Aitchison
was the scoring star as he pocketed
three goals. Reagan and Banton
each had two while singles went to
McCutcheon, Glencross, Doug
Marsden, Rod Cunningham, and

Paul Smith.
Other playoff matchups will see
the winner of the York Waterloo
quarterfinal travel to Toronto to
play the Blues.
If a third game is necessary in
Laurier's semi-final encounter, it
will be played Monday at the Barn.
Hawkey talk: Entering the playoffs the Hawks are all healthy.
Coach Gowing is still not sure who
he will start in goal. Both goaltenders have been playing so well, Gowing claims he will just have to follow
his instincts.
-

matters.
Levesque is on top of his game. Cunningham has developed into a
solid regular. Ex-Hershey Bear Eric Calder has adjusted well and is

lately playing his best hockey of the season. Greg Sliz, a Major'A'
grad, is enjoying playing for a winner for the first time in years. He's
confident and playing well. And the dynamic rookie Steve Handy is
steadily refining his raw talent. If Handy continues to improve he could,
one day, dominate this league. The talent is there. Though not as good
as last year's squad obviously this year's defence is more than
adequate.

Besides, a defence is only as good as its last line of defence
its
goaltending. Last season proved this as goaltending was the team's
undoing. Unquestionably, Laurier has the best goalkeeping duo in the
league. John Sheppard has been solid and sometimes spectacular in
—

posting a 15-2-1 record while Mike Moffat's (5-1-0) talents need no
explanation.
It's up front, however, where things are really different this year.
Never in Hawk history had there been a 20-goal scorer. This year
there are two: Terry McCutcheon with 27 goals and Doug Marsden
with 22. Additionally, there are two 19-goal scorers: Dave Banton and
Shaun Reagan.
Overall, Laurier is averaging 7.42 goals per game. That's right, over
seven goals a game, which is a full goal a game better than the nexthighest-scoring team (Toronto).
Laurier has never seen a team with as much offensive firepower.
They are downright explosive. This team can bury an opponent or
rebound from a multi-goal deficit in a matter of minutes. The powerplay is running at an impressive 36% clip. This offence will not be shut

down.
Solid defence, excellent goaltending, and explosive firepower: they
spell one thing
success.
And this was supposed to be a rebuilding year. Only Tuffy Knight
had rebuilding years like this.
■
—

Hawks home for quarterfinals
by Brad Lyon

The Launer Golden Hawks men's
basketball team solidified its first home
playoff spot in three years by virtue of a
hard-fought, well-deserved 80-72 victory over the winless Guelph Gryphons on Saturday.
The victory over Guelph moved the
Hawks (6-6) into a fourth-place tie with
the Windsor Lancers (6-6), but the
Hawks were awarded fourth place and
home court advantage in the Tuesday,
February 25 quarterfinals against
Windsor by virtue of two regular season victories over the Lancers. A
Hawk victory in this sudden death
match will project Laurier into the
OUAA West championship tournament at Western this weekend.
In three of the last four regular sea-

son games, however, the Hawks resembled a team trying to avoid home

court advantage.

The Hawks suffered drubbings at
the hands of the McMaster Marauders
81-68 on February 12, Western Mustangs 74-67 on February 15 and the
Brock Badgers 90-75 on February 19,
before pulling out the victory against
Guelph to gain a home game in the first
round of the playoffs.

Though the Gryphons have not won
a game all year, this Hawk victory was
by no means a gift. In fact, the victory
was Laurier's first in Guelph in the last
five years. According to coach Chris

Coulthard, the Hawks didn't play great,
but did play well enough to win. Top
Hawk scorers in the game were Rene
Luypaert and Andy Balogh with 16
points each, while Lorenzo Segato and
Steve Forden chipped in with 10apiece.
A victory in the Guelph game was

imperative to ensure that Laurier acquired the home game for the quarterfinals. Other games in the OUAA
West on Saturday afternoon had set
the stage for the evening encounter with
Guelph. McMaster (5-7) had lost a
7674 squeaker to Weston (10-2),
while Waterloo (8-4) had defeated
Brock (7-5) in overtime. A Laurier loss
to Guelph would have dropped the
Hawks to sixth place, setting up a quarterfinal with Brock in St Catharines.

Coulthard felt that there was possibly a little extra incentive to puß out a
victory against Guelph once the Saturday scores had become known. The
game was also important since for the
first time in three games the Hawks
were at full strength, and this game
could portend Hawk playoff prowess.

Analysing the Lancers brings to the
forefront two major factors about playoffs and the Hawk season. First of all,
home court advantage has not been
prominent with the Hawks this season,
since of their six victories, only three
have been at home. The second factor
is the Hawks defeated the Lancers
rathe- handily in their two regular season encounters. According to Coulthard: "It's always scary when you beat
a team twice because it may motivate

them a little."

This just in!
Mark Polischuk, playing his final
home game as a Golden Hawk, led
the Hawks to a stunning 102-91
victory over the Windsor Lancers
in sudden death quarterfinal action
Tuesday.
The victory propels the Hawks
into the final championship tournament at Western this weekend.
The Hawks play Friday evening
against the host Mustangs. A victory in that game will send them to
the OUAA West final Saturday
afternoon.
Late hockey scores
York 4 Waterloo 3
Western 5 Windsor 4 (OT)

.sports
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Track team alive and kicking during dead week
Special to the Cord

from Toronto to Vic Copps Coliseum
on Saturday, February 15 for the Hamilton Spectator Games.
The banked track proved difficult to
master, but Laurier displayed a ferocious tenacity that enabled the 4x400m
relay team to grab a third-place medal
finish behind the University of Alberta
and London-Western.
Led by Steve Watson, who used his
sprint speed to dash to the front with the
leaders, Laurier handed off to Robb
Zißes, who utilized Coach Koenigs
advice to narrow the gap for the third

While the rest of Laurier's students

were taking advantage of "dead week"

to sun, sleep and study, the track and
field team was taking advantage of the
same week to show they were alive and

kicking. The Hamilton Spectator
Games and the University of Toronto's
Last Chance Meet gave the team
ample opportunity to show they will be
a potential rival for the medals in the
near future.
The Star Games track was moved

man. Peter Self and the fourth man,
Kevin Powers, utilized their distance
strength to maintain third spot and

thereby clinch the bronze medal for the

team.

Although the relay team was the
only one from the school to qualify for
the televised evening section, there
were some solid solo efforts in the afternoon's all-comers section.
In the 300 Watson garnered a
fifth-place overall finish with a time of
38.5, while Zilles and Powers competed in the 600 m to finish 10th and

m

12th overall with times of 1:28.8 and
1:29.2, respectively. Self placed 10th
overall with a time of 2:40.7 in *he
1000m, and Wayne Riley ran a 1500».
in 4:31.8.

At the Last Chance Meet on Friday
February 21, Pat Wyllie led the way by
clinching first place in the shot with a
toss of 13.82 — a personal best (Pb),
and a new school record by 22cm.
WyDie's second-best throw of the day
also demolished his previous school
record of 13.60m, set in Windsor on
January 25, and easily surpassed the

m

Canadian Inter-university Athletic
Union (CIAU) standard.
Rivalling Wyllie for attention was
the 4x200m relay team of Watson
Lloyd Eadie, Mike Hatoski, and Murr«. Pratt which combined for a fourthpla e finish with a time of 1:36.6. Eadie
and pratt also ran separately in the
60m ecbons, to finish with a time of
7.57 aid 7.74, respectively.
Pratt, not content with just two running events, also chose to compete in
the long jump where his best jump was
5.42m. Taking Watson's place in the
300m, ZiDes ran a heady 38.56.
Zilles had completed a 600 in
1:26.61, an hour previously. Also
competing in the 600
sprinter
Watson, with a time of 1:27.80,and
Andrew Berg with a 1:32.66.
In a collision-filled 1000m, Powers
and Brian Long ran 2:40.86 and 2:59,
respectively, in a push and shove
match that resulted in both Laurier
runners having to hurdle a fellow
'

.

m

m were

competitor.

Powers had much

room in the

advantage by winning his section with
a Pb of 4:05.0, while Riley ran 4:25.6
followed by a 16:22.9 5000 later
that same evening.
Although Mike Booker was conspicuous by his absence, his presence
was felt in other ways during the week.
His time of 3:53.65 was good enough
for fifth place at the Canadian Track
Field Championships held in Edmonton on Saturday, February 22.
Although his time is not a school
record it will have some bearing on
where the top-ten nationallyranked athletes will place in this week's CIAU
rankings.
The team travels this Friday and
Saturday to York University for the
Ontario University Championships.

m
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special to the Gird

The 1985-86 cheerleading season
different from past years.
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Sports fans who attended football
games were quick to follow along with
the new cheerleading technique. The
all-female (at the time) squad slowed
the cheers down and performed strong
rigid movements to facilitate response
from the fans, who joined in on the
cheers and chants. Not only did this
new style help to motivate the fans, but
it helped the Golden Girls win the
C.I.A.U. cheerleading championship
in the all-female category.
Although enjoying one of their finest
seasons ever, the squad was due for
more changes.
By the end of the football season, six
Laurier men had decided to undergo
intense training to re-institute coed
cheerleading to the sports scene at Wilfrid Laurier. The co-ed squad, after
practicing partner stunts and pyramids
before Christmas, was ready to lead the
cheering at basketball games. The Jan.
8 home opener against Windsor provided the opportunity for the co-ed
squad's home opener as weJL
Plans for the squad include changing
the team to seven women and seven
men and sending most, if not afl, of the
squad to a cheerleading camp in Virginia in August. The new team will be
chosen this academic year.
Try outs will take place March 18,
19 and 20 in the A.C. at 5:30 each
night. The team is coached by Jennifer
Rockel.

CIAU hockey rankings
1. Moncton
2. LAURIER

3. York

4. Toronto

I

Drive away a 1986 Ford or Mercury!
Ford Motor Company

of

Canada.

Limited

•

Ford Credit Canada Limited

•

Oakville. Ontario L6J 5E4

more running

1500 m and he used it to full

I

5. UQTR
6. Alberta

7. Calgary
8. P.E.I
9. Manitoba

10. Ottawa
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Inaugural year a success
special to the Cord

In its inaugural year, the Laurier
Varsity Figure Skating Team displayed some amazing talent throughout the season. Last weekend the
Ontario Women's Intercollegiate
Athletic Association championships
were held at Western where the
seven-woman team put forth another
consistent effort.
Cathy Gorenkoff, who placed
second two weeks ago at Queen's,
finished fifth overall in Novice Ladies.
Mary Jane Beal in Junior Ladies
also took fifth place and Tracey
Adomeit placed seventh in Interme-

behind the winners.
Special thanks to coach Dave
Dinkel whose enthusiasm (especially
at 6:30 a.m.), hard work and support helped account for the team's
success.

With most of the team returning
next year it should be tin even more
productive season. Anyone interested in helping (ie. team manager) or
participating next year should contact Dave at 745-2921.

diate Ladies.

Later, Beal and Adomeit

The women's basketball team capped their best
season in years last Monday at McMaster.

performed an entertaining program
with Debbie Cann to secure fifth
place.
Walch, Wells, Cann and Kelly
Adam combined forces to take third
place in Formation Fourteen Step.

CORD photo by Scott McDiarmid.

38 second season

Adam also dazzled the audience
with ho- free skating ability, finishing
second in Open Ladies and third in

Laurier won the appeal and it was
ruled the final 38 seconds of the game
would be replayed with the score being
McMaster 63 Laurier 60. A win would
have boosted the Lady Hawks into the
playoffs. A loss and the season would
be over.
Laurier sank one basket to pull to
within one. They continued to pressure
Mac but in the end came up short. The
game's final shot saw Laurier bounce
the ball off the rim, ending all playoff

by Scoop Furlong

The entire season boiled down to 38
seconds for the women's basketball
team.

The Lady Hawks traveled to
McMaster to replay the final 38
seconds of a game originally played
January 18. As reported in the January 23 edition of the Cord, Laurier
appealed the 64-62 loss on the grounds
that the officials did not signal two threepoint shots late in the game.

Senior Ladies Dance. Meanwhile,
Cann went on to win two OWIAA
Open Interpretive and
titles
Intermediate Ladies Dance.
Overall, the competition was
close, but Waterloo proved the victor
securing the OWIAA title for the
first time. Queen's finished second,
with Western following. Laurier finished fifth, approximately 30 points
—

hopes.

scoreboard
LAURIER
Toronto
York
Western
Windsor
Waterloo
Laurentian
Guelph

Brock

Queen's

McMaster
Rverson
RMC

GP W
24
24
24

24
24

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
25

L

20
19
18
17
13
11
11
9
7
6
5

F

T

3
5
5
5
6
11
13
13
16
16

178
154
148
146
132
108
128
110
1 128

2

19

L

T

12 10 2
12 8 4
5
12 7
6
12 6
12 6 6
12 5 7
12 0 12

0
0
0
0

5
6

82
64
73
85
102
117
155
128
174
107 143
78141
99 174
95 172

1
0
1
2
5
2
0
2
2
2
0

17
17

A

Standings

GP W

Toronto 7, LAURIER6
LAUR1ER 5, McMaster 3
Western 9, Windsor 4
York 7, Brock 1
Toronto 7, Guelph 4
Queen's 7, Ryerson 4
Western 10, RMC 0
LAUR1ER 12, Guelph 2
Windsor 8, Waterloo 4
McMaster 4, York 2
Ryerson 5, RMC 4
Western 7, Queen's 4
LAURIER 3, Windsor 2
Western 9, Brock 7
Toronto 6, York 0
Waterloo 7, Brock 2
Brock 8, Guelph 5
York 4, Windsor 2
Toronto 4, Laurentian 2
LAURIER 7, Waterloo 4
McMaster 2, Western 2
Windsor 7, Ryerson 5
Toronto 10, Laurentian 3
LAURIER 3, Waterloo 1

41
38
37
36
31
24

22
20
15
14
12
12
12

A

PTS

967 883
100 893
965 956

20
16

886 892
0 949 100

14
12
12

0 866 840
0 857 102

10
0

F

Results

tamaie hockey

Brock 91, Guelph 71
McMaster 81, LAURIER 68
Western 98, Windsor 77
Western 74, LAURIER 67
Brock 91, Windsor 87
Waterloo 80, McMaster 73
Brock 90, LAURIER 75
Waterloo 92, Western 70
Windsor 86, Guelph 82
Waterloo 108, Brock 94
LAURIER 80, Guelph 72
Western 78, McMaster 76

Standing*
GP W
Oilers

14 11
14
8
14 8
14 6
14 6

Chicago

Minnesota
Boston
New
Philadelphia

14

L

2
4
6
7

8

113

T

F

A

1 62 29
2 52 39
051 54
1 43 50
0 55 50
0 25 66

OWIAA Basketball-West

Figure Skating

Standings

Standings

Brock
Waterloo
Western
McMaster
Guelph

LAURIER
Windsor

CORD photo by John Doucet.

Nemesis ends season
by Scoop Furlong
The men's volleyball season came
to a quick hah on Saturday, February
15 at the hands of Laurier nemesis
Western Mustangs. UWO downedthe
Hawks in three straight games in quarterfinal playoff action.
As usually is the case in vofleybaD,
tang victory. "They probably had two
bad bumps the whole game," lamented

Results

PTS

OUAA Ba»ketball-We»t

Western
Waterloo
Brock
LAUR1ER
Windsor
McMaster
Guelph

It's all over for the volleyball soldiers.

successful bumping keyed the Mus-

OUAA Hockey
Standings

com-

bined their efforts to finish fifth in the
Junior Dance category. In Senior
Similar Dance the new team of Lisa
Wells and Patrice Walch skated to a
sixth-place finish. Wells then switched
partners for Senior Similar Pairs and

GP W

L

T

9
9

3

3

5
5
0

7
7
12

0
0
0
0

12

12

12

12
12
12
12

7
7

5
5

A

PTS

581
642
719
630
673
0 708 789
0 540 748

18
18

Waterloo

14

Western
York
Toronto
LAURIER

F

775
730
746
627
0 656

14

10
10
0

PTS
23

18
16
13
12
2

Guelph

—

—

dle of the pack to the top.
Western went on to lose three
straight to division champion Waterloo

Warriors.

Watch for

starting
March 10th

"This

IS
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124

121
101
82
74
67
43

u
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WLU
BOOKSTORE
Campus Shop

I
)

s\ue\

in the
PTS

Queen's

Laurier coach Don Smith.
"We were ready to play
both
physically and mentally, but they
played so well we just couldn't handle

them," continued Smith. "Basically they
killed us."
Individual game scores were 6-15,
9-15, and 5-15.
According to Smith, the difference
between Laurier and Waterloo or
Windsor is that those teams have one
or two exceptional players
players
of national team quality. Smith hopes
to recruit one or more of these "exceptional" players in the summer. This
would move the Hawks from the mid-

20
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anc' other publications)

N It's not too late to submit applications for 1986/87 Student Publications'staff.
!>t Applications must be submitted to Lynn Kurtz, WLUSP president by tomorrow at 4.
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Get hung up with the Cord

rI II

The following positions are open:
president, 4 directors, Looton manager, University Transparencies and
Typesetting manager, treasurer, 2
business managers, systems technician, photo manager, 2 photo technicians, graphic arts technician, Keystone editor and assistant editor,
and the following Cord Weekly positions: editor, news editor, assistant
news editor, entertainment editor,
sports editor, 2 copy editors, produc-

these positions,
aUhe Cord
offices, or refer to the WLUSP feature
lation and filing manager and adver- printed in the February 13 edition of
the Cord Weekly.
tising manager.
For further information regarding
tion manager, 2 production assistants, classifieds co-ordinator, circu-
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WARNING: Health and Welfare Canada advises that
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increases with amount smoked
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danger to health
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avoid inhaling.
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